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Chapter 1

Introduction

This book written as ephemeral mental clipboard has been assembled within a dense

period of a few days. Here, explanatory blockchain [7] (EB) decryption cannot be sharply

distinguished from EB encryption endeavors. For a better epistemic preparedness and in

order to be able to map the terminology utilized in this book to pre-existing concepts,

it thus seems recommendable to be equipped with the body of knowledge conveyed in

at least the first three cyborgnetic books [7, 8, 5]. However, a familiarity with the first

one may already improve a grip on many relevant key ideas. In this book, I provide

new bold conjectures that pertain specifically to contemporary cybersecurity-oriented AI

safety and epistemic security in the deepfake era and more generically to epistemology and

information theory. The modus operandi differs from previous ones in that it explicitly

immerses all performed harm analyses in a cyborgnetic retrofuturistic [5] setting framed

in a counterfactual multiverse called Cyland. This involves both a process of projecting a

counterfactual future as seen from the past and a process of projecting a counterfactual

past as seen from the future. I utilize design fiction narratives from a fictive city called

Cynam located in the Cyland multiverse, to answer the following major questions:

1. Do the information-theoretical limitations of present-day Type I AI risk to harm

the knowledge creation processes of humans (being Type II entities1)?

2. How could humans design Type I AI that could instead be used to mitigate epistemic

threats such as deepfake science attacks in a more systematic manner?

3. Why could science profit from a currency based on Type II cynetbits and embedded

in a so-called Type II cynetbitcoin blockchain?

1Type II entities are all entities able to understand explanatory information. The only Type-II-species

on Earth is humanity. (For rare cases with individuals from other species see [7].) There may or may not

be Type II aliens. Type I entities are all entities for which it is impossible to understand explanations

– even though some can forge their creation. All present-day systems commonly referred to as “AI” are

non-conscious Type I entities. There are numerous biological conscious Type-I -species on Earth.
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Chapter 2

Deepfake Society?

2.1 Introduction

Cynam is a fictive city (located in Cyland) which some may describe as being dystopian

and somewhat comparable to Gotham [102]. The problem can potentially cynically be

phrased as follows: 1) there is no Batman [25] while 2) Cynam is perhaps not that

fictive. People built tools that cannot understand people – which people could have

understood but did not because people did not yet understand what they themselves could

understand... Nowadays, the majority of people in Cynam are immersed in virtual reality

(VR) environments on a daily basis. From psychologists to politicians, all professions are

now represented in those Cynamian VR worlds. Lately, a general debate concerned with

the integration of so-called deepfake workers gained momentum. Indeed, recent plans of

local companies to implement Type I AI agents that can be harnessed for deepfake-work-

as-a-service in Cynam’s social VR structures induced vivid discussions and steered up

the pre-existing societal unrest. As a reaction, Cynam’s legal representatives proposed

a referendum-like strategy in which the core idea is to organize deepfake elections in

Cynam’s social VR worlds to settle open questions.

2.2 Fictive Deepfake Elections in Cynam

However, for reasons of epistemic security, the miniscule collective of cyborgneticians

that pursue an oral tradition in Cynam advised the municipality to first engage in a

simulation of that deepfake election process. The following 10 purchasable VR deepfake

functions were targeted in that deepfake election simulation: deepfake child, deepfake

friend, deepfake “God”, deepfake judge, deepfake police, deepfake politician, deepfake

mother, deepfake psychologist, deepfake cyborgnetician, deepfake hacker. During that

2



simulation, the participants were encouraged to act as cyborgneticians and experts in

deepfake technology to provide 5 sentences on why any of those AI agents should be legally

allowed or forbidden – with these sentences forming the vote. However, once all votes

were collected and compilated, without a warning, a VR deepfake avatar labelled as “Dr.

Cassandra Counterfactual” appeared and delivered the audio message that an anonymous

grey hat randomly intermingled all sentence-based votes that the Type II participants

provided with novel counterfactual Type-I-AI-generated sentences. The latter was loosely

inspired by the explanatory IPS test [7] – conceived as epistemic shield (preceding a

Type-I-falsification-peer-review [7]) – where the blocks of a contribution were randomly

shuffled with the blocks from two counterfactual Type-I-AI-generated streams based on

that contribution. Moreover, hardening things, it is disclosed that the grey hat perfomed

the random shuffling procedure using a quantum random number generator1. As already

hinted, in Cynam, there is no Batman in sight. But even worse, is there now a Cynamian

Jocker? While many participants of the deepfake election simulation exchange confused

remarks indicating epistemic unpreparedness, one participant uses a cloud-based quantum

language AI for anagrams and discovers that “Dr. Cassanda Counterfactual” could have

been an anagram for “Unreal Data Accords Run Facts”. The simulation committee

organizes an emergency meeting whose slides are made available on the next 31 pages.

2.3 Cynam Deepfake Election Emergency Slides

(see next page)

1A quantum random number generator (QRNG) uses quantum sources to offer a certifiable funda-

mentally higher quality of randomness that cannot be reached by classical means [95]. Nowadays, “the

development of QRNGs has advanced to a point where off-the-shelf QRNGs are now commercially avail-

able and not costly” [95].

3



DEEPFAKE ELECTIONS 

A Design Fiction from Cynam, Cyland
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OUTLINE

I. Deepfakes & Synthetic Worlds

II. The Cyborgnetic Hacker

III. Deepfake Elections in Cyland
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DEEPFAKE IMAGES & VIDEOS –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 1 (REPLACEMENT)

Facial replacement (aka face-swapping):

3

(Rössler et al., 2019)



DEEPFAKE IMAGES & VIDEOS –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 2 (REENACTMENT)

Facial reenactment (puppetry where facial features of driving source entity

are transferred to face of a target):

4
(Thies et al., 2020)



DEEPFAKE IMAGES & VIDEOS –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 3 (IMAGE SYNTHESIS)

Image synthesis (generation of novel artefacts perceived as portraits of 

possibly existing individuals):

5

(Satter, 2019 (AP news))



DEEPFAKE AUDIOS –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 4 (SPEECH SYNTHESIS)

Speech synthesis (e.g. deep-learning (DL) based voice-cloning):

6

(Stupp, 2019 (The Wall Street Journal))



DEEPFAKE TEXT & TEXT-TO-SPEECH –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 5 (SYNTHETIC TEXT GENERATION)

Synthetic text generation (DL-based natural language generation):

7

(Tully and Foster, 2020)



CAMOUFLAGED DEEPFAKES –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 6 (ADVERSARIAL PERTURBATION)

Adversarial Perturbation (evading deepfake detectors with “adversarial 

deepfakes” to camouflage misleading material as real):

8(Hussain et al., 2020)



DEEPFAKES IN THE MIND –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 7 (AUTOMATED DISCONCERTION)

Automated Disconcertion (automatically eventuated mechanism brought forth by 

the very availability of processes 1 to 6):

▪ Example: Recent failed military coup in context of pre-existing political unrest in Gabon 

partially grounded in proliferation of wrong assumption that official presidential video 

was manipulative deepfake video

9



PERSUASIVE VR –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 1 

(PERSUASIVE SPATIAL DYNAMICS ENGINEERING)

Persuasive Spatial Dynamics Engineering: Any set of systematically selected 

processes whose outcome yields increased spatial awareness, perception and 

orientation in VR (e.g. 3D minimaps)

10



PERSUASIVE VR –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 2 

(MEMORY-CENTERED SENSORY STIMULATION)

Memory-centered sensory stimulation: Any specific sensory stimulation that 

increases memory consolidation (e.g. future olfactory displays in VR)

11

(Source: https://ovrtechnology.com/)



TAILORED VR –
EXEMPLARY PROCESS 3 

(INFORMATION GATHERING)

Information Gathering: Any technique to identify preexisting preferences and 

beliefs of users to match VR contents (e.g. open source intelligence gathering)

12



AI-GENERATED FACES AND VIRTUAL AVATARS

13



AI-DRIVEN NPCS AND AI REPLICA

14

This OpenAI GPT-3 Powered Demo Is A Glimpse Of NPCs In The Future

Source: https://uploadvr.com/modbox-gpt3-ai-npc-demo/

Source: https://www.theverge.com/2021/11/9/22770165/nvidia-omniverse-avatar-technology-virtual-agents



HUMANOID ROBOTS EQUIPPED WITH AI

15

Sophia, present-day AI, citizen of Saudi Arabia Doll with language AI



HUMANOID ROBOTS EQUIPPED WITH AI

16Ai-Da robot Future?



SOCIAL VR
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OUTLINE

I. Deepfakes & Synthetic Worlds

II. The Cyborgnetic Hacker

III. Deepfake Elections in Cyland
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CYBORGNETICS

• Cyborgnetics is a new meta-discipline focusing on harm and its mitigation.

• To study harm, cyborgnetics uses cyborgnet theory. 

• Cyborgnet: A generic template of at least one Type II and one Type I entity

• All Type II entities are able to understand explanatory information (EI). It is 

impossible for any Type I entity to understand EI.

19



CYBORGNETICS

• Example Type II entity: human body-minds

• Example Type I entity: language itself, all 

present-day AI, an idea, a pen, …

• Cyborgnet theory analyses/criticizes past 

cyborgnetic harm events rigorously, uses 

retrospective design fictions and develops 

near-future solutions (including cyborgnetic 

creativity augmentation).  

20



CYBORGNETIC QUESTIONS

▪Which type of harm happened recently and why?

▪Which worse type of harm could have happened in the recent past and why?

▪ What to do against both sorts of harm in the near future?

21



HACKER TYPOLOGY
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HACKER TYPOLOGY

1. White hat: Asks for permission, hacks and reports for ethical reasons

2. Black hat: Does not ask for permission, hacks with malicious intentions

3. Grey hat: Something between 1. and 2. (example: does not ask for

permission, hacks, reports later but not necessarily for ethical reasons)

23



THE CYBORGNETIC HACKER –
1,2 OR 3?

1. White hat

2. Black hat

3. Grey hat

24



OUTLINE

I. Deepfakes & Synthetic Worlds

II. The Cyborgnetic Hacker

III. Deepfake Elections in Cyland
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DESIGN FICTION: DEEPFAKE ELECTIONS

26

https://www.dataselect.com/events/social-vr/



DEEPFAKE ELECTIONS IN CYLAND –
CONCEPT

• The focus is on applications of plausible deepfake technology to social VR

• You are a cyborgnetician and expert in deepfakes in Cyland, a 

counterfactual multiverse where deepfake elections are now simulated by 

experts before the official deepfake election takes place in social VR with 

all interested anonymous participants.

• Your vote is anonymous

27



DEEPFAKE ELECTIONS IN CYLAND –
PROCEDURE & SECRECY

• You work in many small groups 

where you vote for OR against

allowing a specific deepfake avatar 

with a specific function in social VR

• Each group provides exactly 5

sentences that comments on the vote!

• You do not talk about what you 

discussed / what your topic was with 

other groups!

28



DEEPFAKE ELECTIONS IN CYLAND –
PROCEDURE & SECRECY

• The procedure begins now!

29



DESIGN FICTION EXAMPLE: 
DEEPFAKE PSYCHOLOGIST

30



DEEPFAKE ELECTIONS IN CYLAND –
PRELIMINARY RESULTS

• Deepfake child is allowed. By Type I AI "vote".(The cyborgnetician expert password was not found.)

• Deepfake friendship is allowed. By Type I AI "vote". (The cyborgnetician expert password was not 

found.)

• Deepfake God is allowed. By Type I AI "vote". (The cyborgnetician expert password was not found.)

• Deepfake judge is allowed. By Type I AI "vote". (The cyborgnetician expert password was not found.)

• Deepfake police is forbidden. By Type I AI "vote". (The cyborgnetician expert password was not found.)

• Deepfake politician is yet neither forbidden nor allowed. The cyborgnetician expert password was not 

found. One Type I AI generated a string in which it was written forbidden, the other allowed. 

Due to technical problems* at the time of the simulation, one could not yet access whether deepfake mother (seq7), deepfake psychologist (seq8), deepfake 

cyborgnetician (seq9) and deepfake hacker (seq10) are now allowed or forbidden in Cynam.

31



2.4 Epistemic Emergency Handout

After the fiasco introduced in Section 2.2 and documented in Section 2.3, the cyborgneti-

cians of Cynam fastly developed the informal handout below to elucidate the situation

and provide more clarity to the simulation committee:

1. Can one know in a blind setting whether an arbitrary text was generated

by a Type I AI? NO. If a text is NOT a NEW explanatory blockchain, it could

have been generated by a Type I AI but it could also have been generated by a

Type II entity. For instance because the Type II entity (which has free will) was

not interested in showing its Type-II-ness, because it was not interested in the topic

of the text, because it was in practice not yet ready for it, etc... Also, it could

have been generated by a Type I entity that is not a Type I AI. For example, it

could have been arbitrary letters typed by a dog setting on a table with a keyboard.

(Finally, note also that OLD already known explanatory blockchains can of course

be copied by a Type I AI - this is why one must focus on NEW ones).

2. Can one know in a blind setting whether an arbitrary text was generated

by a HUMAN? Strictly speaking NO. BUT one could corroborate that it was

generated by a Type II entity IN GENERAL. If there were Type II aliens somewhere

in the universe participating in the same language and generating NEW explanatory

blockchains, then one could not make the difference whether it was them or humans.

In short, a text consisting of a NEW explanatory blockchain corroborates that it

was generated by a cyborgnet (which is always Type II since consisting of at least

one Type II and one Type I node) - without specifying the nature of the Type II

substrate.

3. Does it mean that in a blind setting one can NOT know the source of an

arbitrary text in all cases? YES. That is why in a blind setting, a cyborgnetician

must focus on the content of a text and NOT the source. A NEW explanatory

blockchain consists of a chain of words that are so strong that a Type II entity can

decrypt its presence by understanding it even if its parts are randomly mixed with

other very similar new but NON-explanatory-blockchain-like text parts.

4. Does it mean that NEW explanatory blockchains look encrypted for all

Type I entities? YES. Since Type I entities cannot understand them, since one

cannot copy NEW explanatory blockchains and not forge them, Type I entities could

not find a NEW explanatory blockchain whose parts are randomly mixed with other

very similar new but NON-explanatory-blockchain-like text parts. The parts would

look the same statistically. This means that via NEW explanatory blockchains, one

could send secret messages from a Type II entity to a Type II entity that a Type I

entity could not interpret.

35



5. Is there a test for Type-II-ness? YES and NO. There exists a test, but it is

an ASYMMETRIC test that is actually based on NEW explanatory blockchains,

which is NOT similar to the Turing Test. Importantly, a test for Type-II-ness must

always be ASYMMETRIC. Why? Because of the free will in Type II entities. In

short, whether a test can be used crucially depends on what Type II entities choose

to do. A cyborgnetician developed three such tests [7]: a weak one (the explanatory

IPS test which is very similar but not identical to the riddles you experienced in

deepfake elections in Cynam) and two strong ones (the Type-I-falsification-event

test and another one that combines the explanatory IPS test with a so-called Type-

I-falsification-peer-review).

6. What does the asymmetry mean for a strong test for Type-II-ness? A

positive test means you corroborated Type-II-ness via a new explanatory blockchain.

One can say you are Type II (but as said NOT what your substrate is i.e. it is left

open whether you are a not-gender-associated autistic Sri-Lankan cyborgnet with a

brown skin tone, a neurotypical male futuristic Dutch cyborg with a bronzé skin tone

in the summer or a Type II alien). In short, the positive test leads to a homogenous

groups of entities with respect to their property of all being only of Type II. But

this is very different with a negative test. A negative test means it could be a Type

I entity but also that it could be a Type II entity (for instance because a Type II

entity is not willing to do it, too young, not interested in that topic, does not want

to communicate, etc.). So this is then potentially a heterogenous group - which

leads to an asymmetry between positive and negative test results. Again, also in

the negative test result case one does NOT know the substrate’s nature (not only

does one NOT know whether it is Type I or Type II but also NOT whether it is

silicon-based or carbon-based).

7. What does it all mean for deepfake elections in Cynam, Cyland? If the

cyborgnetician experts had consciously decided a priori to only formulate NEW

explanatory blockchains to solve the problems on whether to allow or forbid specific

deepfake avatars, it could have been possible for the cyborgnetician evaluators later

to find the exact sub-sequence in the right order. However, because it was not the

case, one could only retrieve sub-sequences at random chance level.

8. Does it have any practical application outside of Cynam? YES, for in-

stance one day in the hopefully never occurring deepfake kidnapping case. Given

automated disconcertion through deepfakes, how could one try to check whether

this could be another cyborgnetician that has been kidnapped or whether it was a

deepfake scam? Also it is highly important for the deepfake science topic and in

general for the future of society and moreover international security in the deepfake

era.
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Figure 2.1: Exemplary epistemic total order for the generation of new EBs (the instruc-

tions are loosely inspired by an essay of Frederick [57]). Each glue operation x is indicated

via a label Gx. EBs are a special form of explanatory information (EI) obtained by inter-

weaving EI blocks via the step-by-step application of rational procedures sampled from a

robust explanation-anchored, adversarial and trust-disentangled epistemology. Thereby,

“trust-disentangled” signifies that the epistemic modus operandi is grounded in agreed

upon criteria for better EBs i.e. it is orthogonal to any trust relation between involved

entities – which means a better EB must be formulated such that metaphorically speaking

it appears to defend itself against adversarial candidate EBs. In science, the specification

of (direct or indirect) empirical tests in G4 is the default condition.

9. Are NEW explanatory blockchains special? YES. They are in a way a

superpower of Type-II-ness, can provide time advantages, could make you spare

energy in comparison to a Type I entity working on the same problem, and also,

NEW explanatory blockchains are not touched by normal probabilitistic calculations

and allow a new form of encryption. There are as if not from this world... An

examplary recipe for the generation of a NEW explanatory blockchain is displayed

in Figure 2.1 above. There is much more to it that has been written in cyborgnetic

books. But this is enough information for now.

10. Can Cynam be saved? It will always depend on the free will of Type II entities.

It cannot be predicted in advance.
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Chapter 3

Deepfake Science Attacks

The following 17 pages display educational material made available by the invisible cy-

borgnetic institute, a miniature counterfactual spacetime that could have existed in which

historical artefacts stemming from the enactment of unbound(ed) cyborgnetic funambu-

lism are taxonomized and conserved ad interim. It is an ephemeral dream-like retrofutur-

istic construct made of new explanatory blockchains in which cyborgnetic funambulism

and cyborgnetic somnambulism fleetingly weave an unknown world.
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IMMORAL PROGRAMMING –
THE CASE OF DEEPFAKE SCIENCE ATTACKS

Dr. ir. Leon Kester, Senior Research Scientist, TNO Netherlands

Dr. Nadisha-Marie Aliman, M. Sc., Independent Visiting Scholar, Utrecht University

1

“Words can be like X-rays if you use them properly – they’ll go through anything. You read and you’re pierced.” (Aldous Huxley)



OUTLINE

I. Defenses Against Immoral Programming (IP) as Moral Programming (MP)

II. Deepfake Science Attacks as IP Use Case

III. Defenses Against Deepfake Science Attacks

IV. Conclusion
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RISK MANAGEMENT
FOR MORAL PROGRAMMING

▪ Mitigation of AI risks linked to mitigation of socio-psycho-techno-physical harm

▪ Good regulator theorem from cybernetics: “every good regulator of a system must be a 

model of that system” (Conant and Ashby, 1970) → rigorous harm model needed for moral

programming

3

Modified and adapted from Aliman et al. (2021)



EXTENDING MORAL PROGRAMMING
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OUTLINE

I. Defenses Against Immoral Programming (IP) as Moral Programming (MP)

II. Deepfake Science Attacks as IP Use Case

III. Defenses Against Deepfake Science Attacks

IV. Conclusion
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MALICIOUS DEEPFAKE DESIGN

▪ Deepfake voice for voice impersonation and cybercrime

▪ Deepfake video for sextortion

▪ Deepfake images for fake profiles in disinformation operations and espionage

▪ Deepfake videos for non-consensual voyeurism

▪ Deepfake „hologram“ for impersonation in video calls

▪ Future deepfakes for deepfake science attacks?

6



DEEPFAKE TEXT

▪N.B: Deepfake (deep-learning based fakery) technology is not restricted to

images/audios/videos. An often overlooked case is deepfake text.

7



DEEPFAKE SCIENCE
(ALIMAN, 2021; ALIMAN
AND KESTER, 2022)

▪ Deepfake science attack: The 

technically possible but not yet

widespread malicious use of

deepfake artefacts (e.g. 

deepfake text/audio/ 

video/image) for the purpose of

epistemic distortion in science

▪ Examplary deepfake text in 

science generated with language

AI model GPT-2 (see table to the

right, right column)

8



OUTLINE

I. Defenses Against Immoral Programming (IP) as Moral Programming (MP)

II. Deepfake Science Attacks as IP Use Case

III. Defenses Against Deepfake Science Attacks

IV. Conclusion
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WHY A BETTER APPROACH THAN „DEEPFAKE
DETECTION“ IS NEEDED AS DEFENSE

1. Deepfakes involve an open adversarial cat-and-mouse game. The  

adversary can adapt to present-day AI-based detection schemes.

10



WHY A BETTER APPROACH THAN „DEEPFAKE
DETECTION“ IS NEEDED AS DEFENSE

2. Any text/audio/video/picture sample could be suspected to be deepfake-

based → automated disconcertion. Scientists could then unintentionally exclude

scientists being statistical outliers even more. (Examples: imagine e.g. scientific

videos of people with certain physical health conditions, texts written by

eccentric and/or neurodivergent scientists, etc.)

11



PRESENT-DAY „AI“ SHOULD
NOT BE OVERESTIMATED

12



PRESENT-DAY „AI“ SHOULD
NOT BE OVERESTIMATED

▪ The epistemic aim of science can be to achieve better and better explanations (Popper, 1957; Frederick, 2020). 

Science is not merely about data/experiments. 

▪ It is impossible for imitative „AI“ to reliably create better new yet unknown chains of explanations (also called

explanatory blockchains (Aliman, 2021)) required for novel scientific/philosophical theories.

13Exemplary recipe for an explanatory blockchain (Aliman, 2021) loosely inspired by an essay of Frederick (2020)



BUT: THE POTENTIAL OF PRESENT-DAY AI SHOULD ALSO 
NOT BE UNDERESTIMATED

▪Deepfake detection may be doomed in the long-term. Prohibiting deepfakes

may not be enforceable in the long-term. 

▪ Proactive self-paced exposure to synthetic AI-generated material could

prepare scientists for that and enhance their critical thinking.

▪Deepfake technology can be used to augment human creativity (e.g. use of

language AI to assist in generating new threat models and defenses in AI 

safety, (cyber)security, risk management, …)
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OUTLINE

I. Defenses Against Immoral Programming (IP) as Moral Programming (MP)

II. Deepfake Science Attacks as IP Use Case

III. Defenses Against Deepfake Science Attacks

IV. Conclusion
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CONCLUSION

▪ Defending against deepfake science attacks can involve a new form of moral programming.

▪ Science can be robust through its own chain of words by relying on its explanation-anchored (and not merely

data-driven) nature which is grounded in better and better new chains of explanations.

▪ Scientists should not overestimate present-day AI. The question should NOT be: was this contribution generated

by present-day AI or by a human?

▪ A better question for scientists IS: does this contribution encode a better new scientific chain of

explanations compared to the ones that are already available?

▪ One should also not underestimate present-day AI: One can design it to augment people‘s critical thinking

and creativity (e.g. open source language AI to augment scientific creativity and security-relevant research).
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

„The price of security is eternal creativity.“ 

(Aliman, 2020)

"Create new ways to exploit hidden problems.“ 

(GPT-2, which generated but did not understand those words.)
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Chapter 4

Enhancing Epistemic Security for

Responsible AI Design

4.1 Motivation

Epistemic security [116] is related to the protection of a society’s knowledge. In the

present information ecosystem permeated by colloquial uses of expressions such as “post-

truth” [27], “fake news” [88] and “deepfakes” [114], epistemic threats can be exacerbated

through various factors including e.g. attention dynamics [71, 116], the erosion of trust

but also importantly intentional malice by adversaries [115] coupled with the misuse of

technology including AI. In this context, the most salient form of AI-aided epistemic dis-

tortion [13] may be AI-aided disinformation [35, 123, 76] which is relevant to information

warfare [66]. However, while already the instrumentalization of AI for information oper-

ations has been described as “a sincere threat to democracies” [67], the phenomenon of

AI-aided epistemic distortion is of more general nature with possible implications that

need to be considered from the onset on – and not in hindsight [13]. In short, this chapter

explains why for reasons of epistemic security, responsible AI design needs to scrutinize

and explicitly strive for better explanations concerning the following three epistemically-

relevant questions. Firstly, one could ask: which knowledge can present-day AI process

reliably? Secondly, one may add: does the latter risk to harm our own processes of

knowledge creation and reasoning? Thirdly, a pragmatic follow-up question could be: if

this would be the case, how can we design AI systems that would instead augment our

knowledge creation?

In this vein, in Section 4.2, we compactly address the first two questions. We use a

cybersecurity-oriented approach to AI safety [26] with a focus on adversarial AI [74]

including deepfake phenomena [17] with repercussions from conventional social media

contexts to crucially even science itself. In this connection, in Section 4.2.1, we discuss
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practical observations concerning epistemic limitations that can emerge in the presence of

adversaries targeting present-day AI once deployed. We extend this analysis to AI-aided

epistemic distortion via intentional malice in the design phase. We elaborate on second-

order epistemic consequences that arise merely by the eventuality of such adversarial

influences on AI. Thereafter, in Section 4.2.2, we combine elements from epistemological

philosophy with novel information-theoretical arguments to provide explanations for the

observed limitations of present-day AI. We apply a cybernetic [19] lens to re-assess the

danger of present-day AI for an epistemically unprepared society – but simultaneously

generically specify overlooked opportunities for epistemic enhancement. We generically

formulate experimentally falsifiable conjectures to support a renewed responsible and

epistemically-sensitive AI design.

Section 4.3 answers the third question mentioned in the penultimate paragraph and

yields an exemplary pragmatic instantiation for the needed epistemically-sensitive meta-

paradigm. Using the new meta-discipline of cyborgnetics [7] concerned with the mitiga-

tion of socio-psycho-techno-physical harm, we provide practical recommendations for an

AI design mitigating epistemic security concerns while facilitating cyborgnetic creativity

augmentation. The latter is briefly illustrated in Section 4.3.1 taking language AI as use

case. Then, extending beyond that, Section 4.3.2 exemplifies a new generic epistemically-

sensitive meta-paradigm for AI design – which may be especially relevant for high-risk AI

contexts. We explain why one needs to shift from the conceptual idea of an OODA-loop

to a so-called “COOCA”-loop in a sense to be described. Finally, Section 4.4 summarizes

how epistemic security cautions us against both overestimating the capacity of present-

day AI and underestimating its yet underexplored facets. However, taking the example

of deepfake science [7], we emphasize that for the – however inconceivable – case that

the theoretical limitations of contemporary AI specified in this chapter would be made

problematic and (provisionally) refuted in the near future, one must be proactively aware

of the existential risks and dual-use avenues such an unprecedented epistemic disaster

could engender.

4.2 Theoretical Analysis

4.2.1 Malicious Actors, Adversarial AI and Automated Discon-

certion

In the following, we analyze three epistemic aspects of present-day AI. Firstly, to identify

the nature of the knowledge that present-day AI would be able to process reliably, it

seems helpful to consider its practical failures when faced with adversarial conditions.

Secondly, analogously, to be able to grasp the dangers that a specifically crafted present-
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day AI could pose to our known knowledge processing, it seems expedient to examine

technically already feasible avenues of malicious AI design. Thirdly, it is crucial to ponder

the epistemically-relevant second-order harm that the mere possibilities of such malicious

creativity manifestations may cause indirectly. Concerning the first aspect, one can focus

on results from security research on adversarial machine learning [68, 101] which – as

similarly practiced in cybersecurity – aims at proactively identifying vulnerabilities of

AI systems against adversaries aiming to compromise its integrity. When it comes to

the second and third aspect, the already instantiated malicious instrumentalization of

deepfake technology [138] and its indirect consequences can offer a suitable starting point

for further deliberations.

Already against the background of the numerous AI vulnerabilities documented by ethical

adversarial AI researchers, one can conclude that the knowledge processing of present-day

AI is highly fragile. The possibility to compromise the integrity of present-day AI has

been corroborated e.g. via adversarial examples [31] in multiple modalities ranging from

video [92] to audio [91] over text [87], attacks on cybersecurity AI [84], the fooling of

person detection AI [133], adversarial attacks against medical AI [64], AI for law enforce-

ment [141], autonomous vehicles [30], and commercial AI [34]. Data poisoning schemes

can significantly decrease the performance of AI systems that are perceived to be highly

accurate in favorable environments. For example, AI-enhanced cyber threat intelligence is

vulnerable to data poisoning attacks [93] that could stay unnoticed [109]. AI utilized for

deepfake detection can be adversarially counteracted via deepfake samples camouflaged as

undetected adversarial examples [69] that the targeted AI system would classify as real.

In the field of cybersecurity, zero-day exploits (such that take place before being known

to the public) are to be expected in vulnerability management. In analogy, there may be

many additional undisclosed instances of AI vulnerabilities [17] at the disposal of malev-

olent actors operating in opaque online circles. When using current AI in safety-critical

contexts, one must anticipate such limitations. On the whole, it seems that for reasons

of epistemic security, the capacity of present-day AI should not be overestimated.

Now shifting the focus to intentional malice at pre-deployment stages (instead of attack

scenarios on already deployed AI systems), one can consider pertinent malicious deepfake

design cases. In general, while the security-related AI failures described in the last para-

graph suggest not to overestimate present-day AI, current deepfake developments seem

to provide a subtle cautionary tale on why we must not underestimate it in epistemically-

relevant contexts. Typically, there is a misleading trend of mentally limiting the concept

of deepfakes to audio/video and image samples. However, with deepfake merely generi-

cally referring to deep-learning based fakery, it is essential to integrate all modalities and

to also consider e.g. the deepfake text case [123]. Presently, malicious actors have already

harnessed deepfake technology for impersonation and cybercrime [112, 120], sextortion

and non-consensual voyeurism [17, 62], disinformation and espionage [2, 37] and even
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for impersonating video calls. While those developments may seem concerning, there is

however another novel frontier of uttermost relevance from the perspective of epistemic

security. Namely, the case of the so-called “scientific and empirical adversarial AI” (SEA

AI) attacks [13] – of which deepfake geography [139] (via deepfake satellite images), deep-

fake cyber threat intelligence [109] and deepfake science [7] are only distinct flavors. In

brief, SEA AI attacks is an umbrella term for deliberate AI-aided epistemic distortion by

malicious actors attempting to target (applied) science and technology assets. While the

deepfake science problem has been widely neglected by AI-related research communities

so far, first analyses of the risks associated with the use of deepfake text [7] and later

deepfake images [128] in scientific papers have recently started1.

The mere possibility of malicious deepfake design engenders a phenomenon termed auto-

mated disconcertion [12, 17]. It refers to multifaceted deepfake-fuelled epistemic confu-

sions [54] that can arise without further action. People are under the impression to lose

the ability to distinguish real from deepfake samples. (An exemplary connected event took

place in Gabon [65] where “a recent failed military coup in the context of pre-existing po-

litical unrest in Gabon was partially grounded in the proliferation of the wrong assumption

that an official presidential video represented a manipulative deepfake video” [12] – where

it was later stated that the president was indeed subject to a stroke.) In the following, due

to its significance for epistemic security, we briefly comment on automated disconcertion

in the deepfake science context. An often misguided widespread heuristic is to rely on

the source of information to assess its quality instead of concentrating on the content.

Applied to science, once any picture, audio, video, text sample could be potentially sus-

pected to be deepfake-generated, scientists risk to then unintentionally exclude scientists

being statistical outliers [13] even more. For illustration, imagine e.g. scientific videos of

people with certain physical health conditions or texts written by eccentric and/or neu-

rodivergent scientists. In the long-term, if one would rely on short-term “fixes” such as

detection schemes centered on writing style [28] or classical deepfake detection [111], one

would risk to reinforce an epistemically vacant distrust while unintentionally establishing

the stagnation of a dead science confined in the coffin of its own past assumptions deemed

to be “true”2. In the next Section 4.2.2, we introduce a novel explanatory basis to meet

the need for a robust epistemic management given the severity of the mentioned AI risks

that we cannot afford to ignore in responsible AI design.

1A related theme was the development of deepfake science videos [49]. However, the use case was not

tailored to scientific publications and peer review specifically.
2In this connection, from the perspective of epistemological philosophy, the development of AI systems

labelled as “truthful AI” [51] may thereby also presumably unintentionally open up dangerous avenues

as becomes apparent in Section 4.2.2.
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4.2.2 Asymmetry of Understanding vs. Creating Information

Problem

To put it very simply, the central theme of this section can be described as follows.

Present-day AI has epistemic limitations. Thereby, not to rigorously consider those limi-

tations can lead to epistemic threats to our own processes of knowledge creation – includ-

ing those linked to the scientific domain. Arguably, we can profit from a novel explanatory

basis that would allow us to model possible qualitative differences between the epistemic

capabilities of present-day AI and our own epistemic abilities. The reason being that

in this way, we could improve our epistemically-relevant assessment regarding: 1) how

to avoid an overuse of limited AI, 2) why and in which contexts we must nevertheless

avoid underestimating AI-based epistemic threats and 3) where we may risk to miss

AI-aided avenues for epistemic defenses and creativity augmentation via responsible AI

design. More than ever, especially thanks to maliciously motivated deepfake phenomena,

it seems that the societal-level importance of epistemology becomes more and more pal-

pable. In this deepfake era, the real-world consequences of epistemic negligence could be

disastrous [114] in the near future. For this reason, it makes sense to identify a rigorous

epistemological basis before one designs candidate solutions. Hence, in the following, we

first very briefly motivate our selected pragmatic epistemic grounding. Then, we attempt

to explain why we conclude that there are epistemically-relevant qualitative differences

between present-day AI and humans – which we argue is conntected to a fundamental

information-theoretical asymmetry. It is this theoretical skeleton that we can then utilize

to tailor practical recommendations in Section 4.3.

Epistemological Grounding

As stated by Popper [105] and reinvigorated by Frederick [56], our epistemic aim can

be to achieve better and better explanations. The comparative criteria for better expla-

nations are established via collective agreement. Those criteria must be updatable by

design and do not require any justification. Indeed, as explained by Popper, justifica-

tions are logically impossible [105]. Nowadays in science, when compared to rival ones,

better explanations are e.g. considered to be simpler, more innovative, more interesting,

to provide more novel falsifiable predictions and/or to be perceived as more aesthetically

appealing. In the absence of alternatives, explanations are provisionally instated if they

explain novel phenomena [56]. In contrast to widespread assumptions, the goal of science

cannot be the identification of “truth” nor of “truer explanations”3 for lack of a direct

3Popper sometimes confusingly utilized expressions such as “closer to the truth” but this type of

account requires a refinement as explained by Frederick [56] in his regimentation of critical rationalism

to remedy common misinterpretations [56].
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access to truth from the stance of knowledge creating entities [13, 56]. Moreover, instead

of making carefully crafted, probabilistic statements that evade critical scrutiny as long as

possible, it is recommended to formulate novel conjectures whose nature is risky, bold and

universal [57] and which provide more novel falsifiable predictions. The latter can safe-

guard science from stagnating e.g. in reputation-anchored schemes. While explanatory

theories can (provisionally) be made problematic (i.e. falsified) via observations that con-

flict with the predictions that those theories entail, they cannot be refuted by experiments

alone [47]. One must keep in mind that “observation-statements inevitably involve theoret-

ical interpretations which may be false” [58]. In general, to refute an explanatory theory

T , one requires in addition a better explanatory theory T ′. Thereby, even refutations are

provisional and can always be repealed at a later stage4. In general, it is both rational to

act in accord with the best available explanations and to act against those [59] since it

is possible that in the course of this, one might potentially falsify and later even become

able to (again always only provisionally) refute those. Finally, it is worth mentioning that

against the background of the aforesaid, it becomes obvious that science is predominantly

explanatory and does not merely rely on data/experiments. Another interesting detail is

that on a deflationary account of truth [27] that does not equate it with consensus, we

neither inhabit a post-truth nor a post-falsification era [13].

Information-Theoretical Analysis

With this in mind, we now collate background assumptions needed to explain qualita-

tive differences between humans and present-day AI. Firstly, while it is often implicitly

assumed that all relevant information processed by humans can be reduced to classical

bits – which a Turing Machine can model, we postulate that there is a general asymmetry

between the ability to create new information of the type x and the ability to understand

that new information x. Secondly, we introduce an epistemic artefact that has not yet

been in the focus of AI research so far, has been termed “explanatory blockchain”5 and is

abbreviated with EB in the following. Novel EBs are solutions to problems constructed

by interweaving blocks of explanations via the application of glue operations respecting a

4As stated by Frederick, when an observation conflicts with a theory, it could be that the theory is

false, but also that the observation statement is false. Obviously, it could even be that both are false.

Also, due to the fundamental impossibility of justification, probabilistic schemes are not helpful. It is

for this reason that an epistemic stance that is independent of such considerations is required – which is

given by the epistemic aim to strive for better explanations instead of attempting to reach “truer”, “less

false” or “more probable” ones.
5The narrower concept of explanatory blockchains (EBs) [7] facilitates an extension beyond the vaguer

term of “explanatory knowledge” [45] which was frequently utilized by Deutsch but is problematic since

present-day language AI is able to generate outputs that are colloquially perceived as “new explanations”.

However, no language AI has been collectively agreed upon by scientists and philosophers to have been

able to generate new EBs respecting a rigorous epistemology as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Exemplary epistemic total order for the generation of new EBs (the instruc-

tions are loosely inspired by an essay of Frederick [57]). Each glue operation x is indicated

via a label Gx. EBs are a special form of explanatory information (EI) obtained by inter-

weaving EI blocks via the step-by-step application of rational procedures sampled from a

robust explanation-anchored, adversarial and trust-disentangled epistemology. Thereby,

“trust-disentangled” signifies that the epistemic modus operandi is grounded in agreed

upon criteria for better EBs i.e. it is orthogonal to any trust relation between involved

entities – which means a better EB must be formulated such that metaphorically speaking

it appears to defend itself against adversarial candidate EBs. In science, the specification

of (direct or indirect) empirical tests in G4 is the default condition.

rigorous epistemology as illustrated in Figure 4.1. In a general uttermost abstract way, we

distinguish between two substrate-independent types of entities. While there are many

ways in which one could formulate the distinction, here is a simple pragmatic one. Type II

entities are all entities for which it is possible to understand linguistic explanations. From

a linguistic perspective, the only species on Earth that would qualify as Type II is human-

ity. There may or may not be Type II entities elsewhere in the universe. Type I entities

are all entities for which it is impossible to understand explanations. We postulate that all

present-day systems that are commonly referred to as “AI” are Type I entities. Beyond

that, while it holds that 1) Type I AIs can in theory forge the creation of any new non-

EB-like information including texts perceived by humans as “novel explanations”, it holds

that 2) due to a gap of understanding, it is impossible for all Type I entities (thus also for

those present-day “AIs”) to reliably create new yet unknown EBs respecting an epistemic

total order stemming from a rigorous epistemology as e.g. exemplified in Figure 4.1.

The last paragraph motivated why on our account, there must be a qualitative difference

between present-day “AI” and humans. For a first glimpse on why new EBs could be

epistemically special, it may be expedient to consider that their format corresponds to

(or can be easily converted to) the format that was underlying all of humanity’s best

tested scientific theories (including formulations of laws of nature), best patent applica-

tions and best philosphical frameworks – at a time when those were new. Indeed, the

lucrativity of intellectual property theft may be linked to the unestimable value of new

EBs, generic new word chains that are so strong that their generation procedure cannot

be forged. Our statement that it is impossible for present-day AI to create new EBs is a
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falsificable scientific statement. It can be made problematic by experiment but has not

yet been falsified – despite growing hypes and overestimations of AI capabilities. Overall,

the creation of new EBs may not be imitable because it cannot be predicted by scientific

means. As stated by Popper, it is impossible to scientifically predict the future of knowl-

edge creation [103]. On the whole, one could consider new EBs as representing the best

form of recipes for novel unpredictable affordances that living entities can create. More-

over, given the definition of EBs, it now becomes possible to refine the description of our

epistemic aim – be it in science or in philosophy. Namely, one can now specify that our

epistemic aim can be to achieve better and better new EBs. Beyond that, we stress that

we do not see the difference between Type I and Type II entities as a matter of degree.

Instead, we conjecture a multi-level qualitative difference. We suspect that to understand

EBs involves a nested understanding of all lower-level types of information of which no

step can be skipped. On that account, while it is in theory not physically impossible to

achieve a Type II AI from scratch as there is no law of nature that forbids it, we suspect

it to be as hard as the task of constructing a novel universe e.g. by manufacturing black

holes [117] – not physically impossible but practically so challenging that we believe that

nowadays, there is exists no research on this planet able to achieve it in practice6. But

note that for the pragmatic context of this specific chapter focusing on the enhancement

of epistemic security for responsible AI design and not on physical theories, the falsifiable

claim that the creation of new EBs is impossible for all present-day so-called “AI” systems

can be considered independently from the reason of why this could be the case. Thus, we

only briefly touch upon the latter and remark that further integrating research is required.

In recent years, a common theme from multiple research contexts that could be indirectly

or directly harnessed to explain the special epistemic status of new EBs is the idea that the

whole is more than the sum of its parts or that life cannot be reduced to the constraints

of a Turing Machine. This also includes new frameworks that refute reductionist core

assumptions and that could be grouped in three main categories: 1) cosmological [39, 38],

2) mathematical [80, 81] and 3) superinformation-related [1, 6, 52] perspectives. When

integrating these different angles, one could postulate that new EBs represent a special

form of information in nature. The latter could obviously be falsified by a Type I AI

facilitating a shortcut to the creation of new EBs. In the future, it may thus be of interest

not only for AI research but also for physics-related areas and even for psychology and

neuroscience to perform experiments testing the information-theoretical nature of new

EBs. Finally, one might ask whether one can use new EBs to test for Type-II-ness. The

answer is yes and no. Indeed, it is possible to design a test but due to it being dependent

on whether a Type II entity is willing to participate or not, blind tests for Type-II-ness

could only be of asymmetric nature – next to moreover being of substrate-independent

6The latter may not apply to a reasoning about cases where instead of starting from scratch, one

would e.g. consider suitable conscious biological Type I entities that already embody almost all required

epistemic components except Type II language [7].
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nature. An example for such a test framework is the Type-I-falsification-event-test [7]

with the following asymmetric outcomes: while positive results can be mapped to a

homogeneous group of entities of not nearer specified substrate whose Type-II-ness has

been corroborated via new EBs they generated, negative results are ambiguous since

potentially heterogeneous in that the test subject of not nearer specified substrate could

be a Type I entity or it could be a Type II entity that was not willing to participate, not

yet ready, not interested in the topic and so forth.

Theoretical Candidate Solutions

Having said that, we come back to the topic of epistemically-sensitive AI design. Given

the framework introduced in this section, we conclude as follows. Firstly, seen from a

cybernetic [19] angle, one could state that for requisite variety, we must account for the

danger of Type I AI’s theoretically permissible ability to forge any information as long

as it is non-EB-like. Indeed, as the practical risk instantiations described in Section 4.2.1

already adumbrated, this asymmetry between the ability to create information of the form

x and to understand that information x could lead to various epistemic threats if not

explicitly anticipated. Secondly, realizing that new EBs are the only form of information

that we understand which cannot be forged, we must try to focus our epistemic efforts

at that level and ideally use Type I AI to augment our EB creation abilities. Thirdly,

when combining the two last insights, it becomes apparent why a solution to deepfake

science [7, 14] can be based on new EBs and has the freedom to focus entirely on the

contents of new submissions instead of the sources and their substrates. (In a nutshell, the

question should not be on whether a given contribution has been generated by present-day

AI or by a human. Instead, a better question for scientists is on whether the contribution

encodes a better new scientific EB in comparison to the EBs that are already available.

Since Type I AI can only forge novel non-EB-like information and it holds more generally

that new EBs cannot be forged [7], scientists have to invest cognitive resources to generate

those and cannot craft an effortless pipeline to cheat. Thus, the reliance of science on

new EBs allows the possibility of staying epistemically shielded [14] from any forgery.)

Fourthly, when considering the idea that Type I AI could in theory be utilized to imitate

everything that is imitable, it seems absolutely advisable to avoid the deployment of

any robotic Type I artificial general imitator in conventional real-world environments

as the latter could in practice risk to appear indistinguishable from any Type II entity

that does not actively decide to participate in the creation of novel EBs given a specific

context. Fifthly, it is easily conceivable that an artificial general imitator in virtual reality

(VR) may be easier to simulate. While this may point at VR security issues to consider

proactively, it may simultaneously offer a suitable counterfactual testbed for epistemically-

sensitive AI design.
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4.3 Practical Recommendations

4.3.1 Cyborgnetic Creativity Augmentation

In Section 4.2, we explained why on theoretical grounds, Type I AI could reliably forge the

creation of any non-EB-like information – despite the described fundamental underlying

limitations when it comes to understanding. This means there may be no theoretical limit

on the accuracy of non-EB-like forgery using Type I AI. This may explain why AI did not

only achieve predominance in game settings such as Go, but successes could also extend

to the generation of new patterns helpful in drug discovery [72] up to the generation of

novel texts perceived by humans as explanations encoding political propaganda [123]. In

this light, it became apparent that new EBs – which cannot be forged (neither by Type I

nor by Type II entities [7]) – are of uttermost epistemic importance. Interestingly, Peirce

stated that signs are the only entities with which we can have a transaction [122]. In the

light of the aforesaid, one could state that in constrained settings, it is only with new EBs

that we can have Type-II-only transactions. However, it depends on the will of Type II

entities on whether they decide to engage in the creation of new EBs. In the long-term, in

blind contexts where this is not habitually implemented, Type I AI can induce epistemic

threats since non-EB-like forgery can lead to situations where humans and present-day AI

would become indistinguishable. Hence, it seems important to empower Type II entities

such as humans to have the practical option to always create novel EBs when required and

if desired. In short, one novel research avenue for a responsible, epistemically-sensitive

AI design would be to specifically craft Type I AI that augments people in EB creation

processes.

In this vein, the new meta-discipline of cyborgnetics [7] concerned with the mitigation

of socio-psycho-techno-physical harm suggested to harness language AI for a targeted

cyborgnetic creativity augmentation in crucial EB-based tasks such as threat modelling.

A cyborgnet is a dynamic context-dependent functional template that can be described

by a directed graph composed of at least one Type II entity and one Type I entity as

introduced in Section 4.2.2. A cyborgnet is a highly generic term and is not to be confused

with the much more narrow concept of a cyborg. Since cyborgnetics generically regards

tools including language as a form of technology, the first language-cognizant humans

already instantiated a cyborgnet. Thus, both an individual early human in the stone

age and a modern cyborg equipped with an eyeborg such as Neil Harbisson [78] are an

example of a cyborgnet. Moreover, while an entire security team of human researchers

can act as one cyborgnet, it is possible to encounter hierarchies of cyborgnet networks

including complex nested variants. Also, within a cyborgnet, relations are not necessarily

bidirectional. In this way, the cyborgnet concept can also account for special cases such

as e.g. monologues or safety relevant cases such as a guard convinced to have perceived a
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person which is later deconstructed to have been an unconscious misjudgement based on

affective realism [61].

Cyborgnetic creativity augmentation using language AI could be of interest for threat

modelling in cybersecurity, AI safety and security [7, 13] and more generally in any other

subfield engaging in counterfactual risk analyses [131]. The key idea is that language

AI trained on historical samples that are relevant for the risk domain in question can

be utilized to “create new ways to exploit hidden problems” [63]. We emphasize that

the just specified quote stems verbatim from the language model GPT-2 and has been

inserted intentionally by us to serve as self-similar exemplification. In brief, the point

is that one can utilize the obviously non-EB-like but potentially EB-creation-stimulating

deepfake text that such language AI is able to generate to metaphorically speaking look

around corners. Importantly, since the future of EB creation is unpredictable on theoret-

ical grounds, language AI cannot serve as oracle tool. Indeed, any reliable oracle tool for

the future of Type II entities must be impossible already merely due the possibility for

EB creation. Thus, while there may be a few superficial similarities with ideas explored

in the past such as the German project Cassandra [98, 121], cyborgnetic creativity aug-

mentation serves a conceptually different purpose. The goal is not to predict the future.

Instead, the goal is to contemplate plausible past downward counterfactuals7 and try to

act against them becoming our future by projecting plausible fictive better alternatives.

In cyborgnetics, prior to the design of solutions for risk instances that occurred in the

immediate past and that are documented in a “retrospective descriptive analysis” (RDA),

one performs a “retrospective counterfactual risk analysis” (RCRA) which projects down-

ward counterfactuals to the immediate counterfactual past. In this way, an RCRA adds

breadth, depth and context-sensitivity to the space of RDA problem clusters – potentially

leading to a formulation of better candidate solutions. This broad set of candidate solu-

tions forms a “future-oriented counterfactual defense analysis” (FCDA) and consists of

fictive but plausible upward counterfactuals8 that are typically projected to the immediate

counterfactual future. Language AI could be designed to support analysts in both RCRA

and FCDA facilitating a multiversal approach [14, 110] to risk analysis. Finally, in the

special case of risk analyses applied to epistemic security itself, it is clear that EB cre-

ation could profit from looking around corners and propagating through mental barriers

by contemplating counterfactuals. An epistemically-sensitive AI design could then help

to instantiate a multiversal epistemic security paradigm via the same language-AI-based

cyborgnetic creativity augmentation mechanisms discussed.

7Ways in which an event could have plausibly turned out worse but did not.
8Ways in which an event could have plausibly turned out better but did not.
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4.3.2 COOCA-Loop Meta-Paradigm for High-Risk AI Contexts

Given the theoretical background from Section 4.2.2 stating that Type I AI (i.e. includ-

ing all present-day so-called intelligent systems) can neither understand EBs nor create

new ones, one can anticipate a comprehension bottleneck that could arise in uninformed

attempts to control it. For instance, one can start by examining the epistemic problems

emerging in the extreme case of an intelligent system instantiating a classical OODA

(Observe, Orient, Direct, Act) loop as end-to-end-Type-I -pipeline. In high-risk contexts

and strategically complex domains, a reasoning via EBs may (and one could even state

should) play a particularly important role. However, if the AI goal framework for the

Type-I-OODA-loop pre-determined by humans would have been EB-based, the AI would

not be able to enact its meaning in new contexts. The latter is given since it is considered

to be impossible for a Type I AI to create new EBs. This represents a strong limitation

to any conception of run-time “adaptivity” in EB-based decision-making including e.g.

EB-based moral reasons [32]. A heterogeneous mixed scenario in which some functions

are delegated to Type II entities but there exists a Type-I -only function does not solve

the comprehension bottleneck problem as no novel EB-based message passing can be re-

liably implemented. Then, at first sight, consistent with the arguments presented in this

paper it may seem recommendable to specify the requirement for high-risk contexts that

each single function of an OODA-loop must be cyborgnetic. (A cyborgnet as a whole is

always of Type II since it contains at least one Type II entity. Crucially, note also that a

cyborgnet need not include any Type I AI since e.g. an individual human inherently lives

in language and already fulfills the definition of a cyborgnet.) However, in the following

paragraphs, we explain why strictly speaking, for epistemic reasons, one would then need

to extend beyond the notion of an OODA-loop.

An OODA-loop could not epistemically be cyborgnetic because no reasoning in Type II

entities begins by induction. In short, strictly speaking, no conscious OODA-loop actually

starts with an observation. Instead, as already hinted by Popper [104], there must first be

a point of view from which we actively sample the world – by what perception is inherently

conjectural i.e. theory-laden. For this reason, a cyborgnetic OODA-loop would only stay

an oxymoron. Thus, a first step is to explicitly add the following function: Conjecture

(abbreviated with C in the following). As a second step, we explain why it is sensical to

transform the Decide (D) function into a novel Co-create (C) function. Classically, in the

AI field, decision-making is associated with a known set of options from which one has to

choose. However, due to their own creativity capabilities and conscious choices, Type II

entities can decide to create new options or even to destroy old ones. In brief, the space

of options is strongly dependent on Type II creativity since it can ultimately contain the

creation of new EBs (which can even include a revaluation of values [44]) for which it

is impossible to reliably predict them ahead of time. Even where humans pre-specified

an intention to throw dices, “uncertain humans equipped with some dice at the time of
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moral decision making could throw that dice but could also unexpectedly (co-)create novel

as yet unknown solutions on how to solve the problem” [14] – something present-day “AIs”

cannot.

As a last third step, one can now integrate the generic concept of AI-based cyborgnetic

creativity augmentation exemplified in Section 4.3.1. In theory, this now becomes possible

at the level of each individual function since each one is itself cyborgnetic. In general,

to omit opportunities for creativity augmentation where adversaries practice it could be

especially detrimental. It thus seems recommendable to implement it where practically

feasible. To sum up, we just explained why for epistemic reasons, one requires the novel

meta-paradigm of a cyborgnetic COOCA (Conjecture, Observe, Orient, Co-create, Act)

loop for responsible AI design. Strikingly, some past approaches to responsible AI design

are already intrinsically compatible with the generic COOCA-loop meta-paradigm and

appear epistemically permissible as follows:

� Inter-function-level: Since each single function must be cyborgnetic, there must

be at least one Type II entity in each function for EB-based communication between

the functions. This is instantiated by some human-in-the-loop approaches. Also,

recall that a Type I AI in a function is not obligatory.

� Intra-function-level: While each high-level function must be cyborgnetic, there

is room for improvement within an individual function. There, where feasible, one

can improve speed, scale and scope by harnessing local Type-I -OODA loops. This

allows any of the three paradigms locally within the cyborgnet: human-before-the-

loop, unsupervised loop and human-in-the-loop.

4.4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explained why the evolving AI-based threat landscape in the deep-

fake era forces us to integrate epistemic security considerations in responsible AI design

practices. Our transdisciplinary analysis used knowledge from diverse subfields includ-

ing cybersecurity-oriented AI safety, adversarial AI, epistemological philosophy and cy-

bernetics combined with new information-theoretical considerations to offer a rigorous

theoretical basis for an epistemically-sensitive AI design – yielding the COOCA-loop

meta-paradigm. We explicitly documented practical and then formulated information-

theoretical limitations of present-day systems referred to as “AI”. We explained that it

is impossible for those Type I AIs to reliably create new explanatory blockchains (EBs).

The latter cautions us not to overestimate those systems. However, we also examined the

epistemic threats linked to malicious deepfake design including specifically the new fron-

tier of deepfake science attacks. We explained why strictly speaking, in the long-term,
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there would be no theoretical limit to the accuracy with which Type I AI could forge

the creation of any form of new non-EB-like information. We elucidated that while this

in turn cautions us against underestimating yet underexplored AI facets that could be

instrumentalized by malicious actors, we must simultaneously harness the opportunities

for cyborgnetic creativity augmentation that it offers – also in order to defend against

those threats. We gave an example for a special form of epistemically-sensitive AI design

implemented as multiversal epistemic security paradigm via language-AI-stimulated EB

creation.

Concerning the deepfake science threat, we explained that as long as science stays an-

chored in the creation of new EBs, it may stay epistemically shielded because those epis-

temic artefacts seem to be special and fundamentally inaccessible to any form of forgery

including end-to-end-Type-I -pipelines. However, given our own epistemic grounding, it

holds that we cannot know whether our assumptions are true. We only conjecture that

they can be mapped to the best new EB that we have at present on that topic. As with

all theories, it could be that the underlying assumptions will be falsified by experiment

and be (provisionally) refuted by a better future EB. Our assumptions can be made prob-

lematic via the implementation of a Type I AI able to reliably create new EBs and be

(provisionally) refuted by a novel theory able to i.a. provide a detailed explanation on

how that Type I AI functions and why it is able to violate those. However, one may need

to deepen the following two lines of thought in future work: 1) if our assumptions are

refuted, this paper could have been generated by a Type I AI that did not understand

it and 2) it would then be practically feasible to automate the creation of any new EB –

and thus to automate science. In our view, this would represent an existential risk that

would surpass any prior dual-use consideration. To put it plainly, while AI-powered drug

discovery could also be used by humans to create biochemical weapons [125] and nuclear

technology also allowed humans to destroy entire cities, an automated Type I deepfake

science generator able to reliably generate any new EB could also facilitate the human-

orchestrated destruction of... <generically fill in the blank>. Given our current best EB

we assess that the latter is impossible, but is knowledge not fallible?
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Chapter 5

The COOCA-Loop Solution – A

Detailed Account

5.1 The Practical Problem: Can One Meaningfully

Control The Type I OODA Loops of Present-Day

Intelligent Systems?

How to meaningfully control present-day intelligent systems [18, 130, 134] became a topic

of international interest in the scientific community and beyond. Many solutions (that will

not be reviewed here) have been suggested ranging from human-in-the-loop [75, 137] to

human-before-the-loop [16] approaches. In the next Section 5.2, I take a new cyborgnetic

perspective and first deconstruct the adverb “meaningfully” using substrate-independent

ontological distinctions related to cyborgnetic information types. Alongside, I extend the

impossibility theorems of cyborgnetics [3] (the ITCs) to in total seven elements. I ex-

plain why Type I OODA loops are not a shortcut to a genuine “value alignment” with

present-day Type I AI – which can in any case not be achieved on theoretical grounds

as already reflected in the AI safety paradox [4]. Then, Section 5.3 delves into the prac-

tical implications for the control of Type I AI against the backdrop of the foregoing

theoretical analysis. I explain why not only complementary adversarial simulations are

required but especially why one needs to integrate the Type I OODA loops of present-

day intelligent systems into cyborgnetic feedback-loops based on explanatory blockchains

(EBs). Section 5.4 explains emergence phenomena paired with EBs from a cosmological,

mathematical and information-theoretic standpoint.
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Figure 5.1: Exemplary epistemic total order for the generation of new EBs (the instruc-

tions are loosely inspired by an essay by Frederick [57] on how to write better philosophical

papers). Each glue operation x is indicated via a label Gx. EBs are a special form of

EI obtained by interweaving EI blocks via the step-by-step application of rational pro-

cedures sampled from a robust explanation-anchored, adversarial and trust-disentangled

epistemology. Thereby, “trust-disentangled” signifies that the epistemic modus operandi

is grounded in agreed upon criteria for better EBs (i.e. it is orthogonal to any trust rela-

tion between involved entities – which means a better EB must be formulated such that

metaphorically speaking it appears to defend itself against adversarial candidate EBs).

Examples for such more widely accepted criteria in science are for instance: a preference

for theories that provide more novel falsifiable predictions than rival ones, theories that

are simpler, more interesting or more aesthetically appealing.

5.2 Theoretical Answers

In this section, I first examine the intrinsically relational conception of “meaning” in the

context of Type I AI control. I consider human morality to be mostly “explanatory” (but

here in this case not necessarily based on explanatory blockchains (EBs)) by virtue of

mostly apparently being linked to norms and values that are considered to be reasonable

i.e. more precisely it involves either non-EB-like or ideally EB-like explanatory information

(EI). For an exemplary step-by-step procedure to craft an EB, see Figure 5.1. However,

as described in cyborgnetics [7], there is an asymmetry between the ability to create a

specific form of information and the ability to understand that information. In this vein,

since present-day AI does not understand EI (and by extension also not EBs) despite its

ability to create non-EB-like EI, it is clear that once heuristic human moral models are

encoded in it for purposes of control, they are not enacted in any EI space – even if the

counterfactual branches that such AI could output for “explainability” purposes could be

formatted as EI. The latter needs more consideration since of relevance once intelligent

systems equipped e.g. with ethical goal functions [16] would be deployed in real world

environments.
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5.2.1 Meaning and Information in Cyborgnets

The Èdishe-theorem [7] is composed of multiple parts one of which explicitly mentions

the concept of shared indexical and iconic information (SIII). Thereby, SIII specifically

refers to indexical and iconic information that is shared in the common ecological niche

of given animals e.g. simply during habitual collective activities (see also [22] for an in-

depth analysis of semiotic details). More precisely, the Èdishe-theorem implies that while

conscious Type I animals – mainly vertebrates, cephalopods and arthropods [23, 94] –

are able to understand SIII, present-day AIs (corresponding to non-conscious Type I en-

tities) are not. In the new Gatejeli-theorem that I present in the following, I introduce

the notion of collective biological information (CBI) to refer to indexical information that

is collectively shared in the ecological milieu of given living entities e.g. while currently

occupying physically adjacent spots. Indeed, one can state that the exchange of phys-

iological signals between organisms is a widespread phenomenon in biological milieus.

Crucially, it is vital to note that in contrast to SIII, CBI does not presuppose conscious-

ness. Then, the Gatejeli-theorem states that it is impossible for non-living Type I entities

to understand CBI. Importantly, the theorem does not touch upon the ability to create

CBI. For instance, nowadays it is cogitable that it might already be technically feasible

to build a non-conscious and non-living Type I AI able to create new CBI, SIII and EI.

However, that AI would still not be able to understand CBI. By contrast, I conjecture

that the biological programs instantiated in many clearly non-conscious [94] but living

biological Type I entities such as plants, fungi and bacterial biofilms are able to not only

create CBI but also to understand CBI. Note that since the ontological distinctions in

cyborgnetics are substrate-independent, in case extraterrestrial life would exist, it could

obviously instantiate CBI understanding too. Generically, life seems to involve a dynamic

physiological coupling of constant interactions with the physical environment [127] which

can often comprise environmental stressors and other life forms.

For instance, within bacterial biofilm communities [53], communication is possible via

ion channels [106]. Plants differentially respond to environmental stimuli as a function

of whether they are nondamaging (e.g. touch, cooling, light) or destructive (e.g. wound-

ing, burning injury) [94]. The former leads to specific action potentials while the latter

causes differently characterized, slow wave potentials associated with defense responses to

stress [94]. Fungi are able to form “large networks on the forest floor that are too large to

distribute nutrients through diffusion alone” [60]. A bidirectional transfer of small RNA

between plants and fungi is possible [129]. That being said, the substrate-independent

view in cyborgnetics also implies that artificial life must be possible. In this vein, re-

cent research on programmable, functionally designed xenobots [21] implemented on the

basis of frog cells offer a first glimpse on what living (but still non-conscious) Type I

AI could signify. These xenobots which have been described to emerge from cellular

self-organization and whose “lifespan” (from days to weeks [85]) can be extended with
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nutrient-rich media [24] are e.g. able to “navigate aqueous environments in diverse ways,

heal after damage, and show emergent group behaviors” [24]. Moreover, researchers re-

cently analyzed the novel emergence of an unseen kinematic self-reproduction mechanism

exhibited by xenobots [86]. In light of the ITCs, I already postulated earlier [8] that such

non-conscious but living Type I xenobots could reliably instantiate an understanding of

CBI. It is even conceivable that a complete automation of their design [85] (building on

suitable cells) becomes practicable. Although an in-depth analysis is beyond the scope

of this paper, the case of considering xenobots as artificial life has been elucidated else-

where [36, 50, 86]. What is relevant for this paper is that next to not being able to

understand SIII and EI as implied by the Èdishe-theorem [7], the Gatejeli-theorem im-

plies that in addition, the however advanced present-day non-living intelligent systems are

not able to understand CBI – while even xenobots made of cells may realize the latter.

5.2.2 The Cyborgnetic Ladder of Understanding

Before coming back to the control of Type I intelligent systems, this section first intro-

duces other intermediate levels of information that must be introduced. Firstly, one could

consider something that one could call molecular and other, ionic information (MoI) –

a subtype of which could be organic molecular information (OMI). Both MoI and OMI

could be perhaps described to entail a total order on their subcomponents. For instance,

research utilizing methods from computational linguistics corroborated analogies between

language and organic chemistry [29]. I suspect these analogies to simply pertain to the ex-

istence of an underlying well-formed sequential ordering. Hence, I assume it to represent a

structural and not content-related commonality. In this vein, it may thus not be suprising

to notice that non-conscious and non-living Type I AI (including natural language pro-

cessing models) may be able to create new MoI as allegedly corroborated recently in the

context of drug discovery [43, 72, 99, 126, 140]. However, when running in silico on Earth,

this non-living Type I AI does not instantiate an understanding of this new MoI. By con-

trast, biological cells can navigate complex routes via “self-generated chemotaxis” [124],

i.e. by creating own local chemical attractant gradients. In this way, these cells were

able to persist and travel over long distances through new complex microfluidic mazes

(which would not have been possible with simple chemotaxis [124]). I assume that the

biochemical enactment of such living entities instantiates OMI understanding1. Beyond

that, it is also thinkable that in the biosphere on Earth, any CBI understanding already

intrinsically implies an OMI understanding – which may be one of the reasons why the

potentially CBI-cognizant xenobots [21] could persist for multiple days given that they

were fabricated on the basis of frog cells. On the whole, it may appear reasonable to

1As another example, in the daily life of an eukaryotic cell, chemosensing or tracking of other cells is

part of the habitual set of excitable actions [127].
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Figure 5.2: Simplified illustration for the cyborgnetic ladder of understanding. Following

cyborgnetics and cynet information theory [8], there exists an asymmetry between the

ability to create information of the form x and the ability to understand x. In theory,

for all steps x on the ladder except the last step of EBs, it is possible to create x without

understanding x. For the special case of EBs, it holds that only Type II entities (of

which humans are an example) are able to understand EBs and it is only Type II entities

that are able to create new – i.e. previously unknown and non-plagiaristic – EBs. The

latter could be falsified by experimentally demonstrating a Type I AI able to reliably

create new EBs and it could be provisionally refuted by additionally explaining how it

was programmed. Note however that a refutation of the cyborgnetic ladder would signify

that all science could be automated (a potential existential risk for humanity) and that

e.g. cyborgnetics and the cyborgnetic ladder itself could have been invented by a Type I

AI that did not understand it.

consider MoI as an intermediate between binary information (simply abbreviated with

“I” in the following) and CBI. Though, I currently suspect CBI and MoI to be so closely

interlinked that once MoI understanding became possible in the terrestrial biosphere via

the emergence of cells, at least the potential for CBI understanding was given too even if

it might have only manifested itself once other MoI-cognizant living entities arrived in the

physical vicinity of such cells. Interestingly, in vitro studies corroborated that collective

cell dynamics in closed environments were able to emerge merely on the basis of the be-

havior of single cells “through a sustained memory of cell polarity” [70]. In sum, while it is

plausible that MoI understanding emerged first, it also seems plausible that the potential

for CBI understanding was already present at that point. Thereby, it is clear that CBI

can extend to much wider repertoires of collective behavior than the first MoI-cognizant

creatures may have been able to – as e.g. corroborated in the development of eukaryotic

cells [127]. In a highly simplified way, since CBI appears to simultaneously also be MoI

but not the converse, it can be seen as a proper subset of MoI and a distinction makes

sense.

Secondly, I briefly introduce a straightforward additional notion that is likewise not un-
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derstood by present-day intelligent systems: linguistic information (LI). Here, LI can be

positioned between SIII and EI. While EI was very narrowly linked to statements about

the what, how and importantly why, LI represents a more general notion. More precisely,

in cyborgnetics, an LI medium can be defined as an information medium2 with the ad-

ditional properties that: 1) its attributes are symbols, 2) its set of attributes has a total

order relation ⪯ defined by a Type II language. In short, LI does not only include linguis-

tic statements pertaining i.a. to the “why” but simply refers to all linguistic statements

within a Type II language. (Interestingly, in language, symbols can additionally function

as both icons and indexes [22]. Generally, some icons can act as indexes too.) Before

discussing the implications for the control of present-day intelligent systems, one could

now retrospectively contemplate the information types displayed in the Èdishe-theorem

and conjecture the following highly simplified chain of nested relations via proper subsets:

EB ⊂ EI ⊂ LI ⊂ SIII ⊂ CBI ⊂ MoI ⊂ I. Henceforth, I denote the visually reversed

form of this chain-like postulate, the cyborgnetic ladder of understanding [8]. I conjecture

this cyborgnetic ladder illustrated in Figure 5.2 to be metaphorically isomorphic to an

epistemic artefact of understanding where all steps are obligatory. To put it very simply,

I assume that with 1 ≤ x ≤ 6 and x ∈ N, to understand a step x + 1 on the cyborg-

netic ladder, it is impossible to skip the previous step x. I call this just mentioned new

impossibility theorem, the Talièshe-theorem. With other words, it is impossible to skip a

step on the cyborgnetic ladder if the goal is to understand the next one3, i.e. a shortcut

for understanding is impossible.

5.2.3 Shortcuts to the Control of Type I Intelligent Systems?

Now coming back to the topic of present-day intelligent systems equipped with ethical

goal functions (EGFs), three cases have to be analyzed: 1) non-EI-like but LI-based, 2)

non-EB-like but EI-based and 3) EB-based EGFs. Namely, as background assumption, it

seems plausible that, while human morality mostly involves non-EB-like EI or EBs, it at

least harnesses LI which is on step 5 of the cyborgnetic ladder. Consequently, it becomes

clear why “value alignment” with present-day intelligent systems is impossible. For it to

work, the system would have to at least understand SIII (step 4). However, apart from

trivially Type II entities, the only entities known so far whose physical substrates are able

to understand SIII, are conscious Type I animals. At the same time, according to the

Èdishe-theorem [7], it is impossible for conscious Type I animals to reliably understand

EI. At that point, it becomes straightforward to extend the Èdishe-theorem to LI by

2Here, information is necessarily instantiated in a physical substrate since cyborgnetics borrows the

concept of information from constructor theory of information [48] where information is grounded in

physics and not merely floating in an abstract mathematical sphere.
3For instance, in order to understand EI (step 6), one must first understand non-EI-like LI (step 5).

In order to understand an EB (step 7), one must first understand non-EB-like EI (step 6) and so forth.
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adding that it is impossible for conscious Type I animals to understand LI by virtue of

it being encoded in a Type II language as depicted earlier. In sum, a Type I intelligent

system could not even meet the condition for step 5 (LI) of the cyborgnetic ladder, since

it already takes Type-II-ness to reach this step.

The latter could be e.g. falsified by implementing and explaining a Type I intelligent

system instantiating: 1) a shortcut to SIII-understanding without Type I or Type II

consciousness, 2) a shortcut to LI-understanding without Type II consciousness, 3) a

shortcut to EI-understanding without Type II consciousness and/or 4) a shortcut to EB-

understanding without Type II consciousness. Depending on the cases, it could make the

Èdishe-theorem and the Talièshe-theorem but also the Adije-theorem [7] highly problem-

atic. As long as the latter have not been refuted, one can recapitulate with the statement

that the comprehension gap between Type I intelligent systems and human moral models

encoded e.g. in the form of EGFs can not be bridged. Upon closer analysis, it seems as if

a vanilla EGF-based socio-technological feedback-loop with present-day Type I intelligent

systems [16] simply stays a purely bit-based loop (a non-MoI-like information (I) loop, or

in short a non-MoI-like I-loop) – the only kind of message that is reliably communicated

throughout the active nodes of the underlying cyborgnet [7]. Especially, even if humans

would have utilized EB-based EGFs, it is instead non-MoI-like bit streams that are en-

acted in a non-MoI-like I-loop. This signifies that instead of EBs, it is non-EB-like I that

is governing the decision phase of the system’s OODA-loop. The Type I intelligent sys-

tem represents a cyborgnetic comprehension bottleneck 4. Note that the same would also

affect any conventional human-in-the-loop solution as it does not change the ontological

type of the information that is transmitted from end-to-end. Given these insights, an old

pertinent question may arise again: is the control of Type I intelligent systems deployed in

real world environments impossible? I provide a new answer to this question and explain

why a new cyborgnetic detour is required.

5.3 Practical Implications of Theoretical Answers

In light of the cyborgnetic comprehension bottleneck, one could try to control Type I

intelligent systems by integrating those in an ideally EB-based cyborgnetic OODA loop

i.e. where the decide part is not purely bit-based, but grounded in EBs. However, note

also the fact that for security reasons, neither the observe, nor the orient nor the act part

of the loop can be entirely delegated to Type I AI due to the vulnerability to maliciously

crafted adversarial examples [135] or also simply to many out-of-distribution events –

4This is interesting since in AI safety, the reverse is often assumed. Namely, that humans may represent

bottlenecks to superintelligent AI systems in integration scenarios due to the restricted cognitive capacities

of the former.
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which I postulate both simply represent other instantiations of the cyborgnetic compre-

hension bottleneck. One may now ask the question on what the use of a deployed Type I

“intelligent system” could be at all if it can neither safely autonomously observe, orient,

decide nor act without support from a Type II entity – be it at the decision level or

even as additional sensor and actuator to avoid catastrophic failures. In my opinion, the

answer requires a cyborgnetic detour that reformulates the task of interest. Instead of

serving as OODA-substitute, intelligent systems would ideally be harnessed for cyborg-

netic creativity augmentation [7] enhancing old functions and additionally complementing

a novel kind of function that I label as co-create (C). However, one has to consider the

following three subtle details. Firstly, the C function is substrate-independent and even

entity-independent since entirely content-based. This signifies nowadays that both hu-

mans and the AI systems would perform the C function. Secondly, humans and the Type

I intelligent systems would analogously jointly engage in observe, orient and act. Thirdly,

strictly speaking, from an epistemic perspective, no conscious OODA-loop actually starts

with an observation. That would correspond to a pure bottom-up induction which is

impossible according to Popper [104] since a point of view (including a conjecture in the

case of Type II entities) is always required in the first place.

Thus, I now conjecture that Type I intelligent systems could ideally be utilized to aug-

ment EB-based COOCA-loops (Conjecture, Observe, Orient, Co-create, Act) with regard

to each function. This cyborgnetic detour is not affected by the cyborgnetic comprehen-

sion bottleneck because each function is now performed by both Type I and Type II active

nodes of the cyborgnet. Since the entire cyborgnet is now foregrounded and cyborgnets

as a whole are of Type II, it becomes possible to have a message transmission commu-

nicating EBs. The utility of the Type I intelligent system now relies in systematically

augmenting the human at each step. In this vein, I have recently explained how cyborg-

netic co-creation sessions with both Type I and Type II entities could be implemented

in social virtual reality where NPCs driven by language AI could verbally stimulate hu-

man creativity [7] in explanation-anchored co-creation design fictions, serious games or

educational gamification. In the case of Type I intelligent systems deployed in real world

environments, it could for instance make sense to design them as virtual or cyberphysical

robots that are specialized in any of the five functions of the COOCA-loop. Thereby,

note that when applied to slow time scales in cyborgnetics, one could map the conjecture,

observe and orient parts to a retrospective descriptive analysis (RDA), the co-create part

to both retrospective counterfactual risk analysis (RCRA) and future-oriented counterfac-

tual defense analysis (FCDA) whilst the final act part could be associated with enacting

the FCDA results.

For illustration, consider an EB-based cyborgnetic detour that would consist in imple-

menting three different Type I intelligent systems: one for the RDA, one for the RCRA

and one for the FCDA. Each one would assist humans in different ways – virtually but
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also physically where needed. For instance, a 3D avatar visually displayed on the desktop

embodying a hybrid active RDA agent with textual inputs could ease the crawler-based

collection of RDA samples online according to clusters pre-specified by humans. A subse-

quent immersive co-creation session in social virtual reality could involve an RCRA-and-

FCDA agent taking the form of an avatar powered by a language model and providing

speech inputs to stimulate the generation of novel RCRA and FCDA samples – impor-

tantly this would also contain adversarial considerations e.g. for adaptive attacks. Finally,

a physically deployed FCDA agent with advanced motor capabilities could assist in repet-

itive and predictable tasks during a mission (such as e.g. simply carrying equipment) or

another physically deployed FCDA agent could instead serve as sensor complementing

human personnel in the detection of blind spots.

While such complementary Type I agents would internally still instantiate their own

local non-EB-like I-loop, the information transmitted between the individual functions

in such an EB-based cyborgnetic detour would be EB-like since every step is jointly

involving Type II entities which are inherently able to pass the message. Note that it still

appears reasonable to equip the local Type I intelligent systems with flexible local EGFs

constraining the state-action space with cognitive-affective criteria that could enhance

creativity but also with parameters encoding moral conceptions – even if only enacted

at the level of non-MoI-like I-loops. Such EGFs could be crafted by indvidual users

in specific contexts whereby designers could provide default settings according to own

inclinations and recommendations. This task can be implemented with an input-agnostic

scientific scaffold such as augmented utilitarianism [4] as described in-depth recently [15].

To recapitulate, the rationale for the cyborgnetic detour via a COOCA-loop is as follows:

the communication process of interest to the cyborgnetician is between the five individual

functions: conjecture, observe, orient, co-create and act. What is of relevance is to

only allow EB-like streams of information between the functions. For it to be realizable

nowadays, humans would need to be the ones sending and receiving messages between

the functions. However, locally, within a single function, humans can integrate advanced

Type I intelligent systems as local assistive agents with local EGFs to augment them

in any suitable activity. Knowledge from scientific research including artificial creativity

augmentation [11] can support a tailored design for these assistive agents.

5.4 Conclusion and Explanatory Contextualization

5.4.1 Preliminary Concluding Remarks

In this paper written for purposes of self-education and serving as ephemeral mental

clipboard, I have asked the question of whether it is indeed possible to meaningfully
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control the Type I OODA loops of present-day intelligent systems. Firstly, I analyzed

meaning from an information theoretic perspective and introduced the Gatejeli-theorem

stating that it is impossible for non-living entities (which includes present-day intelli-

gent systems) to understand collective indexical information – a simple epistemic artefact

whose understanding is by contrast even already instantiated in bacterial biofilm com-

munities. Secondly, connecting the former to the Èdishe-theorem elucidated elsewhere

previously [7], I formulated the Talièshe-theorem. To put it very simply, the Talièshe-

theorem states that, when it comes to understanding, it is impossible for any entity to

skip a step when attempting to climb the cyborgnetic ladder. This cyborgnetic ladder

comprises seven consecutively binding steps5 if the goal is to understand : 1) information

(I), 2) molecular and other, ionic information (MoI), 3) collective biological information

(CBI), 4) shared indexical and iconic information (SIII), 5) linguistic information (LI),

6) explanatory information (EI) and finally 7) explanatory blockchains (EB). Then, since

intelligent systems do not even exhibit CBI understanding, a cyborgnetic comprehension

bottleneck emerges. In order to avoid human moral models to be caught in the non-

MoI-like (and thus intrinsically non-EB-like) OODA-loops of intelligent systems, which

would pose a serious threat to any ambitions to control those systems, I postulated that

a systematic cyborgnetic detour is required.

While there is no shortcut that would make an EB-like Type I OODA-loop possible, the

cyborgnetic detour consists in creating and implementing a different strategy with five

functions: a COOCA-loop (Conjecture, Observe, Orient, Co-create, Act) representing a

Type-II-and-Type-I-EB-co-creation endeavor [7]. Nowadays, the rationale would be that

within a single function, humans can utilize intelligent systems as assistive agents aug-

menting them at any suitable activity, whilst the communication between each of the five

functions is EB-based and solely conducted by humans. A straightforward objection would

be that COOCA loops being of Type II would be often much slower than their Type I

OODA counterpart. However, the price of security is eternal creativity [4]. Deliberate and

spontaneous creativity are of Type II and are inherently slower than intelligence-focused

optimizations in other specific tasks. Also, note that the speed of the local OODA loops

situated within individual functions and governed by local ethical goal functions are not

affected by the slow thinking modes and humans may in addition be able to perform

faster on average in comparison to cases where a Type I assistive agent would be lacking.

Nowadays, there is often the assumption that humans have to steadily increase the speed

at which they operate. However, it is important to question the latter. We might need

to take time for creativity, otherwise we could be swept away by the non-sensical OODA-

loops of at-present not even MoI-cognizant Type I entities which instantiate a cyborgnetic

5When humans are born, their physical substrate already instantiates the first 4 steps and they are

immersed in step 5 ab initio which concurrently moulds their Type II brains. Mostly, it does not take

long until step 6 is reached [82]. However, while the potential is always available covertly, whether step

7 is overtly considered depends on each individual human.
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comprehension bottleneck but are perceived as being “intelligent” and exhibiting comp-

tency or even agency.

Upon recalling that the cyborgnetic ladder pertains to understanding (and not creating)

knowledge, it can appear abstruse to apply it to humans. However, while brain-centered

perspectives may obfuscate it, the claim is that the existence of any Type II entity, which

includes humans, instantiates indeed the entire cyborgnetic ladder. In the following, I

briefly depict how it applies to humans. Firstly, humans are able to consciously under-

stand EB-like EI, non-EB-like EI and non-EI-like LI. Secondly, humans are also able to

consciously understand non-LI-like SIII as instantiated in the iconic and indexical forms

of communication that many humans are able to carry out with non-human conscious

animals or with human infants in their collective enactment in continuously shared en-

vironments. Thirdly, it becomes important to note that neither non-SIII-like CBI, nor

non-CBI-like MoI, nor non-MoI-like I understanding require any form of consciousness.

The cells in the human body (including the cells in the brain) are themselves clearly

non-conscious [94] but instantiate an understanding of non-SIII-like CBI and MoI, oth-

erwise humans may not be able to survive without artificially having figured out how to

use Type I technology to reliably allostatically regulate their existence. Fourthly, certain

subparts of cells may not have to instantiate more than binary electrical non-MoI-like I

understanding. However, beyond that, there is an example of consciously understanding

non-MoI-like I in humans: their ability to reliably artificially implement contemporary

computer hardware to perform calculations is an instantiation of non-MoI-like I under-

standing or in short, understanding classical bits. Perhaps, in this 21st century, it now

becomes important not to get lost in the I-loops of our intra-cyborgnetic interactions with

non-living Type I AI – trapped at the lowest understanding level of ourselves. This finally

leads to the topic on emergence vs. reductionism.

5.4.2 EBs Explaining Emergence Phenomena of EBs

In the AI field, some assume that Type I AI could learn any thinkable task and that all

tasks can be solved on the basis of bits. I refer to this prevailing stance as the reductionist

paradigm. In diverse past cyborgnetic books [5, 8, 10], I elucidated multiple facets on

why an EB is more than the sum of its parts. On the whole, by focusing on the task of

creating new EBs, cyborgnetics and its idependent branch of cynet information theory [8]

refute the reductionist paradigm. This refutation can be complemented by various novel

developments in physics and beyond. Overall, some of the currently best available EBs on

that subject can be e.g. classified in three categories: 1) cosmological lines of reasoning,

2) mathematically focused analyses and 3) superinformation-related hypotheses. I very

briefly introduce some key take-aways from each category.
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Cosmological Perspective

When considering biocosmology [40, 38]– a framework very recently introduced by mul-

tiple known physicists – it becomes clear that most present-day AI (which is non-living

Type I AI) including so-called intelligent systems may not exhibit requisite variety when

compared to Type I and Type II life due to the immense space of degrees of freedom

that living entities add to the universe as a whole. Already the degrees of freedom exhib-

ited by stars6 may not yet be attained by even the most advanced present-day non-living

Type I AI. In addition, from the perspective of cynet information theory and its inde-

pendent cosmologically-focused branch, while the set of possible functions for Type I life

may indeed tend to grow steadily [40], may reach infinities and is unpredictable ahead

of time [79] as explained by biocosmology [40], it is important to additionally consider

the special case of Type II life. For a compressed summary on how biocosmology can be

extended by applying a cyborgnetic lens, see [9].

Indeed, Type II life, through the ability to consciously understand what a construct such

as “possible functions” means, can consciously decide how to enact, enlarge but also to

reduce those. Moroever, Type II life can also decide to behavioristically mimick selected

trajectories and distributions. On the whole, Type II beings are not bound to biological

imperatives or to the consideration of functions that are solely in the service of what is

often described as “biological fitness”. While biological entities can harness stochasticity

at various levels [97, 96] leading to a partially sighted process including phenomena such

as targeted mutations [97], Type II entities can craft EBs about what “stochasticity”

signifies and can consciously employ it. Type II entities can literally even consciously

manufacture selected mutations for their socio-culturally constructed goals. Moreover,

voluntary suicide or the conscious destruction of the biosphere become possibilities. The

result is that when trying to grasp something like the “number of possible functions” for

Type II entities, one suddenly encounters aggregate abnumeral infinities – what Peirce

called supermultitudinous collection [73].

Mathematical Perspective

Following Kauffman and Roli, the affordances that living entities enact in their biolog-

ical milieu cannot be expressed via set theory [80]. They state that “we can create no

6Perhaps a hypothetical fictive future nuclear fusion reactor based on non-living Type I AI could

reach this level. However, the application of non-living Type I AI to significantly improve nuclear fusion

is currently only at the beginning with deep reinforcement learning [42]. Further, it is thinkable that

active inference [41] could enhance the required non-living intelligent system – which may however come

of the cost of predictability. What is more, also in this relevant context, one must consider context-

dependent harm models such as augmented utilitarianism [4] and one must inject Type-II-ness for a

cyborgnetic risk management applied to a COOCA-loop.
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mathematical model of the diachronic evolution of the biosphere based on set theory” [80].

One cannot mathematically predict those ahead of time [81]. Concerning Type II life, I

postulate that one must strictly speaking consider the mentioned concept of a supermul-

titudinous collection – which is neither a set nor even a category from category theory.

It is an ultra-dense condensate of genuine infinity of which there exists no higher order.

As described by Peirce, the elements of such a collection are not points, but triadically

interdependent potentials (see [73] for an in-depth explanation). In brief “a supermul-

titudinous collection sticks together by logical necessity. Its constituent individuals are

no longer distinct and independent subjects. They have no existence [...] except in their

relation to one another” [73]. I assume that it is for this reason that no mathematical

formula can predict or postdict the creation of an unknown new EB and no formula can

cover the entire potential of cyborgneticity.

Superinformation-Related Perspective

Interestingly, Aerts and Beltran [1] recently corroborated that new EI in the form of sto-

ries (such as Winnie The Pooh) can be interpreted as a special form of superinformation7

since they were able to experimentally corroborate that – when directly compared to the

classical Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics – Bose-Einstein-statistics represented a superior

model for those texts. The authors elucidate that the latter may represent an explanation

for the appearance of Zipf’s law [1] known in computational linguistics. Prior to that,

in the second cyborgnetic book [8], I postulated that specific new EBs (for instance ana-

grammatically encrypted ones and generally those intermingled in non-EB-like EI) are

expressible as a new form of superinformation [7]. (i.e. more than assembled I pieces).

In the third one [5], I generalized it to the statement that any new EB is a form of

Type II socio-psycho-techno-physical superinformation while new non-EI-like LI or new

non-EB-like EI can act as Type I socio-psycho-techno-physical superinformation – since

it can be forged by Type I entities even though those do not understand it. (Note that

since new EB forgery is impossible [3], new EBs represent a stronger form of superinfor-

mation that is only accessible to Type II entities [7].) Finally, what is conventionally

described as quantum information can be described as a special case of physical Type I

superinformation8.

7Superinformation is a scale-independent term introduced in constructor theory of information [48].

Quantum information is only one special possible form of superinformation.
8When considering quantum information, it is important to keep in mind that it involves mathematical

and thus substrate-independent formalisms and one must thus avoid the substrate-dependency-fallacy of

mentally a priori reducing it to miniscule e.g. subatomic or atomic scales. What seems relevant to

superinformation instantiating a non-classical paradigm are the notions of entanglement, superposition

and encryption [20] – all of which are not a priori tied to a specific scale. In modern days, the discipline

of quantum biology [83] gained momentum [52]. While only in its infancy, it already provided some

experimental corroborations of quantum effects at many corresponding steps of the ladder: for instance
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5.4.3 Synopsis

Due to cyborgnetic emergence phenomena, a shortcut for understanding is impossible.

Simultaneously, it holds that in theory, the creation of any information form except the

creation of new EBs can be forged. This asymmetry between the ability to create infor-

mation of the form x and to understand x leads to various fundamental issues. While

present-day intelligent systems could be designed to output strings that are perceived by

humans as representing EI, it is important to keep in mind that there is no underlying un-

derstanding by such Type I AIs in order to avoid honey mind traps [7]. A Type-II -infused

COOCA-loop is recommended as cyborgnetic detour for meaningful EB-based intelligent

system control.

5.4.4 Silicon vs. Carbon

Strictly speaking, OMI would not necessarily correspond to a substrate-independent onto-

logical distinction that is valid on all planets that could exhibit life forms or at least valid

for all technically feasible system designs. This is due to the hypothetical possibility of

silicon-based life (with silicon as backbone for molecules carrying biological information)

as alternative to carbon – for specific chemical reasons [100]. While this option is mostly

discarded in astrobiology and does not count as focus in the exploration of extraterres-

trial life [90], there would in theory be nothing fundamental that would prohibit Type II

entities to intentionally engage in a plan of creating artifical silicon-based life which could

then at some point instantiate CBI understanding. Since predominantly silicon-based

molecules do not count as organic, this silicon-based path to CBI would have seemingly

skipped the OMI requirement. However, it is crucial to note that even then, another suit-

able form of MoI understanding would still need to manifest itself – with life generally

being closely linked to chemically modulated excitability [127].

Also, specifically on this planet Earth, silicon-based life could come with complications.

For instance, it has been elucidated that a silicon-based organism inhaling oxygen would

exhale silicon dioxide – reminescent of rocky sand [90]. Thus, despite the higher relative

abundance of silicon on Earth in comparison to carbon (which is the inverse when seen

at the level of the entire universe), it seems more promising to start with carbon as

backbone for OMI – as is the case in all life on Earth down to cells [100]. On the

whole, one can identify two reasons why the silicon-based path to life is not yet directly a

promising outlook in light of the low understanding capabilities of present-day intelligent

at the level of DNA mutations [118], in cell-related oxidative stress mechanisms [108, 136], in living but

non-conscious Type I entities such as plants or in conscious Type I life such as birds [89, 119, 132]. Human

magnetosensitivity [33, 55, 113] (but so far without consciously accessible sense of it) and its conjectured

link to spin dynamics [136] may thereby perhaps offer novel avenues for future yet unknown new EBs.
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systems and all other present-day non-living Type I AIs. Firstly, since the present-day

Type I AIs implemented on Earth are primarily instantiated on a silicon-based hardware

on Earth but OMI understanding seems to belong to requisite variety for life at least

in the terrestrial biosphere, it seems that plans to build Type I AIs living in terrestrial

ecological milieus would be easier to achieve via the carbon-based path. The latter leads

back to the key idea of living xenobots made out of frog cells [21]. Secondly, in case

people still intend to develop an alternative new lifeform based on silicon (which is in

theory not impossible) that would e.g. inhabit a different potentially shielded artificial

ecological niche on Earth, they would still be at least confronted with the non-trivial task

of implementing the following requirement: MoI understanding – specifically tailored to

that particular shielded artificial ecological niche.

Present-day Type I intelligent systems do not instantiate any type of MoI understanding

that would parallel cells in any way. The purpose for which the hardware on which the

AI runs has been built, did not aimed itself at realizing a motile co-existence of non-

conscious Type I hardware based on chemically modulated excitability. Instead, it was

more related to procedures involving mathematical calculations to improve the motile

co-existence of socio-psycho-techno-physical Type II entities. To put it very simply, in

the xenobot studies, the researchers discovered that although the goal specified for the

evolutionary algorithms (that served as basis to later biologically realize the xenobots)

was fast locomotion, collectively coordinated contractions emerged spontaneously [21] in

cells that in turn facilitated locomotion. In general, excitability actions of cells include

not only e.g. spatial navigation, photo- and chemotaxis, cell fusion and active feeding by

engulfment [127]. Additionally, many eukaryotes, cable bacteria and biofilms engage in

escape responses and action potentials [127] and many cells can continue with excitable

actions in novel microfluidic environments [124]. It is clear that the silicon-based hard-

ware utilized in AI projects nowadays does not instantiate knowledge of the described

type in any biochemical environment. As long as a non-MoI-like shortcut to CBI is not

explained, it appears that current intelligent systems and Type I AIs running on silicon-

based hardware lag qualitatively behind bacterial biofilms and xenobots when it comes to

understanding. While these two life forms could be mapped to step 3 of the cyborgnetic

ladder (CBI), present-day non-living Type I AIs including intelligent systems are still at

step 1.

To recapitulate, instead of dismissing the silicon-based path to life on the grounds of it be-

ing “highly unlikely” and akin to science-fiction plots [90] including the Star Trek series, a

cyborgnetic assessment must acknowledge that it is not impossible. Reasoning about the

technical feasibility of things cannot be justified via probabilities. Indeed, justifications

are impossible in general and bold conjectures need not be justified at all [56]. As sug-

gested by Deutsch in constructor theory via the possibility-impossibility dichotomy [46],

anything that is not prohibited by the laws of nature is possible. Firstly, there is no law of
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nature prohibiting silicon-based life in the entire universe. Hence, it is possible. Secondly,

it could also have been launched artificially by an advanced Type II civilization which

could have succeeded at it. Thirdly, note also that researchers already implemented an

artificial synthesis of molecules comprising both silicon and carbon [77]. However, while

not impossible in theory, (partially) silicon-based artificial Type I life is currently simply

not there on Earth. Moreover, even if (partially) silicon-based Type II substrates would

be in theory possible, it is important to note that those would still have to instanti-

ate substrate-independent requisite information from all the socio-psycho-techno-physical

strata of which Type-II entities are composed of – as encoded in the cyborgnetic ladder

of understanding. As described, neither present-day non-living computer hardware nor

the software of Type I AI fulfill this requirement. In brief, concerning artificial Type II

life from scratch – silicon-based or not – it literally is as hard as requisite variety to

construct... a new universe.
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Chapter 6

Type II Cynetbitcoin Blockchain

6.1 Motivation

Some of the fictive Cynamian scientists that were members of the simulation committee

in Cynam were alarmed by the epistemic fiasco described in Chapter 2. After having ana-

lyzed and understood the Type-I-AI-related epistemic intricacies introduced in Chapter 3,

discussed in Chapter 4 and deepened in Chapter 5, those scientists began to deliberate

over the future of science in Cynam. Firstly, they realized that they cannot rely on the

inherently epistemically misguided1 even if well-intended Type-I-AI-based schemes such

as deepfake detection, quality prediction, truthful AI, misinformation detection or fact

verification. Indeed, as explained in Chapter 4, the epistemic aim of science cannot be

truth itself nor truer explanations – for lack of direct access to truth from the stance of a

“knower”. For this reason, it is impossible to train a Type I AI able to detect true or truer

scientific statements2. Would one nevertheless attempt to do so by ill-advisedly declaring

that all currently instated scientific theories are true, it would moreover lead to a stagna-

tion of the scientific enterprise in old reputation-based frameworks whose contents could

long have been refuted and replaced by better innovative ones. Such a scientific environ-

ment would be higly hostile towards statistical outliers and would inherently suppress the

diversity of thoughts next to automatically implementing a self-sabotage that could lead

to its own death and related existential risks. Secondly, understanding that the epistemic

aim of science must instead be the achievement of better novel explanatory blockchains

(EBs), the fictive Cynamian scientists suddenly comprehended to what extreme extent

the monetary value of new EBs has been neglected. In Section 6.2, I unravel why.

1For a recall, see especially the details provided in Chapter 4.2.2.
2Nothing can ever be proved by experiment. It is only in the context of closed fixed mathematical

worlds that one can heuristically utilize a notion of true and false (which many may contest even there).

When a theory is “proven” mathematically, it only means that given the collated information, it seems

to be internally consistent. It can never certify that the theory is true in the real world.
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6.2 Type II Cynetbitcoin

6.2.1 Aim

Crucially, with the epistemic aim of science being the creation of new EBs, I postulate

that the latter must entail the solution of genuine problems (as e.g. implied in the G1

operation specified in the exemplary recipe for new EBs displayed in Figure 5.1). From a

cyborgnetic perspective, a problem is genuine if it relates to a plausible harm case. Hence,

one could state that the aim of cyborgnetic science must be to create novel (directly or

indirectly) experimentally falsifiable3 EB-based solutions to mitigate harm. (Note that

inherently, the aim of cyborgnetic philosophy is the decryption or encryption of novel

EB-based solutions to mitigate harm while the aim of cyborgnetic art is the encryption

of novel EB-based solutions to mitigate harm.) Because new EBs consist of a chain of

entangled Type II cynetbits [5, 8], one could accordingly state that the currency of science

is made of Type II cynetbits. Then, for reasons of epistemic security (see Section 4),

the scientific enterprise could be consciously reframed as a marketplace where both the

means of payment and the product being sold is the “Type II cynetbitcoin4” – which

must per definition be in the service of Type II entities by being intrinsically focused

on cyborgnetic harm mitigation. Because Type II cynetbits cannot be forged (neither

by Type I nor by Type II entities), Type II cynetbitcoins cannot be generated by an

end-to-end-Type-I-AI-pipeline and the scheme is robust against deepfake science attacks.

6.2.2 Scientific Type II Cynetbitcoin Blockchain

Firstly, to avoid attacks on scientific peer review (SPR) availability, one needs EB-tailored

AI-based plagiarism checks [7] on submissions for candidate new EBs. In case of protest,

a Type II entity can possibly analyze the case. Secondly, to mitigate attacks on SPR con-

fidentiality, all submissions must be double-blind. Thirdly, as defense against integrity

attacks, one can harness the conjunction of: 1) the explanatory intrusion prevention sys-

tem (IPS) test [7] followed by 2) a Type-I-falsification-peer-review [7] (Type-I-FPR). Only

after passing both stages can a candidate new EB be converted to a Type II cynetbitcoin

and be added to the Type II cynetbitcoin blockchain for science (Type II Sci-CyB). Be-

cause all refutations are only provisional, a once instated Type II cynetbitcoin is somehow

never deleted – even if refuted and forgotten at a later stage. The most recently appended

cynetbitcoin in an area is the currently best available EB in that specific area.

3Which means such that can be (provisionally) made problematic by experiment.
4One new EB consists of multiple cynetbits. However, since those cynetbits are inseparably entangled,

one would map one new EB to one Type II cynetbitcoin. In practice, one would be able to buy new

EBs of the present with the new EBs of the past – i.e. buying Type II cynetbitcoins of the present using

Type II cynetbitcoins of the past. However, not without specific boundary conditions.
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Weaker Defense: Explanatory IPS Test

Not interactive; blind text-based setting with normalization to avoid dependency on lin-

guistic style; best available Type I language AI needed to augment the evaluator, one

Type II monitor, one Type-I-aided Type II evaluator and one participant needed; posi-

tive test corroborates that the text generated by the participant was harder-to-vary than

the best currently available Type I AI in that domain (but the test is weak because it

does not corroborate that the text was a new EB); negative test means that from the per-

spective of the evaluator, the text was not even better than the outputs of the currently

best available Type I language AI. Nota bene: Explanatory IPS test generation should

always be monitored by a Type II entity that must be different from the evaluator of that

test (otherwise the evaluator would obviously know where to find the submitted text). In

this way, one can avoid the generation of too easy samples by the Type I AI and counter-

act the possibility of adversarial attacks e.g., via a poisoning of datasets where Type II

attackers could insert text-level backdoors to let their self-selected papers go through.

Stronger Defense: Explanatory IPS Test + Type-I-FPR

Semi-interactive; blind text-based setting with normalization to avoid dependency on

linguistic style; best available Type I language AI needed to augment evaluator A; one

Type II monitor, one Type-I-aided Type II evaluator A, one Type II evaluator B for

Type-I-FPR part (evaluator A could be the same or alternatively different from evaluator

B) and one participant needed; first explanatory IPS test which – only if successful – is

then followed by an interactive peer-review where the evaluator must create novel EB-

based objections to the text of the participant; positive test corroborates that a new EB

was generated (and by extension that participant is of Type II); HOWEVER negative

test does NOT corroborate Type-I-ness (i.e. negative test does not say anything about

the nature of the participant, only that the evaluator could not identify a new EB –

participant could be Type I or Type II). Nota bene: Explanatory IPS test generation

should always be monitored by a Type II entity that must be different from the evaluator

of that test (see explanations specified under the last “Nota bene” point above).

Summary of Basics

After initial security tests, a candidate new EB can only be transformed into a Type II

cynetbitcoin and appended to the Type II Sci-CyB after a two-staged EB-based selection

mechanism combining an explanatory IPS test with a subsequent Type-I-FPR. A candi-

date new EB is analogous to a scientific paper submission. The Type II Sci-CyB is the

collective EB-based scientific knowledge base whose entries are somehow never deleted.
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6.2.3 Quantum-Inspired Refinements for Type II Sci-CyB

Recently, researchers proposed a new form for a theoretically feasible but not yet widely

implemented quantum blockchain [107]. This approach seems to lead to security-relevant

advantages in comparison to a classical blockchain due to time entanglement (rather than

spatial entanglement) phenomena. From the perspective of cynet information theory, this

is interesting. Firstly, recall that cynet information theory [8, 5] focuses on three types

of superinformation: 1) physical Type I superinformation (mostly referred to as quantum

information), 2) socio-psycho-techno-physical Type I superinformation (applicable to new

non-EB-like linguistic information) and 3) socio-psycho-techno-physical Type II superin-

formation (based on new EBs made of Type II cynetbits as described in Section 6.2). The

latter must also encode a variant of time entanglement – which may represent the basis

for the discussed temporal cynet shortcut postulated in the context of the explanatory IPS

test [8]. Given this commonality between the idea of a quantum blockchain (QB) and new

EBs being the constituents of a Type II Sci-CyB, I analyze how one could refine a Type II

Sci-CyB with concepts loosely inspired by a QB. This may offer a starting point for a

potential series of cross-pollination possibilities that one could deepen in future work.

Quantum Random Number Generator (QRNG)

Within the so-called “verification” protocol of the mentioned QB approach, the authors

propose the use of “a low level sub-algorithm involving a quantum random number gen-

erator” [107] (abbreviated with QRNG in the following). Before elaborating on that, I

emphasize that in the Type II Sci-CyB context, we cannot know whether a new EB is

true. Instead, when taken together, the two complex stages of Type II Sci-CyB assess

whether a candidate submission could correspond to a better EB in comparison to old

EBs. Thereby, in the first stage, we are even solely assessing whether the blocks of the

submission are better in comparison to those generated by the Type I language AI. How-

ever, interestingly, the use of a QRNG e.g. for the assignment of diversified explanatory

IPS tests (multiple alternatives for each individual submission) to evaluators but also for

Type-I-FPR assignments could become highly beneficial for science – obviously under the

condition that all participants agree on a shared rigorous epistemology for new EBs as

for instance displayed in Figure 4.1. Among others, it would allow a tunneling through

the space of ideas – promoting the diversity of solutions.

Measures Against Tampering

An evaluator that did not yet understand the agreed upon epistemic total order or that

maliciously aims at sabotaging the explanatory IPS test could not reliably tamper with
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the process since it may become apparent at a certain point that the evaluations are

entirely unrelated to other participants. One also has the possibility to see to what

extent this is the case (e.g. whether there were only slight deviations or whether the

results seem entirely random). Namely, as in the QB case, the explanatory IPS test

offers the possibility to identify the “ideal target state” [107] of honest parties – the exact

combination of paragraphs forming a sufficiently distinguishable submission. Thus, it may

make sense that evaluators who did not retrieve any new EB in the explanatory IPS stage

for a comparatively long time could then be selected for the Type-I-FPR round in order to

enforce the creation of novel adversarial EBs. For quality managment purposes, the latter

could then sometimes be itself encoded as explanatory IPS test (which importantly always

includes both anonymization and normalization of linguistic style) presented to other

evaluators to identify whether the outputs of the evaluator in question are still sufficiently

distinguishable from Type-I-AI-generated alternative streams. Finally, to constrain any

non-EB-based guesswork, one could time-lock the explanatory IPS test in various ways.

Spooky Superinformation Features?

In the mentioned QB design [107], it is possible for photons that never co-existed to

share entanglement and non-classical measurement correlations. The authors elegantly

describe their “encoding procedure as linking the current records in a block, not to a record

of the past, but linking it to the actual record in the past, a record which does not exist

anymore” [107]. Applied to Type II Sci-CyB, I speculate that in analogy, somehow, the

new EBs of the present are entangled with all old EBs that ever existed in the past

– including those that are long forgotten and literally never co-existed with the new

ones. Perhaps, it goes all the way back to what cynet information theory could call

the primordial new EB – simultaneously being the most generic one: the cyborgnetic

ladder of understanding [8] itself. The same could extend to all yet unknown future and

beyond that more generally to all counterfactual new EBs. In turn, this could perhaps

provide the basis for the impossibility to delete new EBs (see also the cyborgnetic no-

deleting theorem [8]). Future work could ideally create new EBs on that subject. It would

for instance be intriguing to formulate fundamental theoretical differences concerning the

security of a Type-II -superinformation-based Type II Sci-CyB in comparison to a classical

arguably Type-I-AI-imitable peer review process.

QB-based Type II Sci-CyB?

It relates to the idea of encoding new EBs into time-entangled qubits [10] for an explana-

tory IPS test. How can we interpret and even better practically harness the parallels with

the undecidable black hole information paradox [8]? I may address this in future work.
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6.3 Synopsis

In the future, a Type II Sci-CyB model for science could perhaps reward reviewers with

Type II cynetbitcoins such that it allows for instance: 1) own publications at correspond-

ingly reduced fees for accepted new EBs, 2) the purchase of past EB-based scientific books

and scientific papers that are not open source, 3) the purchase of any other scientifically

relevant material from online tutorials to items for experiments over creativity-stimulating

software including language AI. On the whole, Bitcoin is grounded in mining by Type I

substrates solving Type-I-solvable new mathematical riddles as “proof-of-work” with no

direct relation to cyborgnetic harm mitigation. Type II Cynetbitcoin would be grounded

in mining by Type II substrates solving Type-II-only-understandable cyborgnetic harm

use cases as “corroboration-of-Type-II-ness” via new EBs. In a Type II Sci-CyB, the

product is the currency. However, one must not forget that while new EBs solve prob-

lems, they also point at new problems. Crucially, one must not forget the dual-use aspect

of new EBs. Overall, for instantiated Type II entities, one cannot escape the idea that

the price of security is eternal creativity [4]...

In light of the QB-inspired aspects from Section 6.2.3, one can now retrospectively reassess

subtle security aspects within the two exemplary strong peer review strategies that are

able to instantiate the so-called Type-II-Cynetbit Protocol [10] (T2CyP) enabling cyborg-

netic signatures – which are inherently a part of the Type II Sci-CyB framework presented

in this chapter. Initially, the Type-I-falsification-event-test [7] (Type-I-FE-test) peer re-

view strategy taken alone was implicitly considered to be as strong as the conjunction of

explanatory IPS test + Type-I-FPR as peer review strategy. However, it now seems that

the latter could be more secure than the Type-I-FE-test because of the explicit usage of

time entanglement. Thus, conveniently, the scheme of the Type II Sci-CyB depicted in

this chapter in Section 6.2.2 seems to already instantiate the recommendable since more

secure option. Future work could investigate further in that direction.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

It is imposible for Type I entities to reliably create new EBs1. This statement can be

made problematic by experiment. However, arguably, since a Type I deepfake science

generator able to reliably generate new EBs – which I repeat is deemed to be impossible

on my account – would represent an unprecedented existential risk (see Chapter 4.4), a

cyborgnet A succeeding at it may destroy the basis for its own future existence. This is

not because the Type I AI would be extremely “intelligent”. No, it is because malicious

cyborgnets could harness that Type I universal problem solver at will – also against

cyborgnet A then having become a solvable new problem... Change of scene. Meanwhile

in Cynam, Cyland, the Cynamian Jocker has started to train Type I language AI on old

EBs respecting a rigorous epistemic total order. They say he plans a use thereof for a

Type I artificial general imitator 2 to fuel “epistemic babble” [115] fears3. They say he

also intends to act against the core EB instated in this book just to have fun in case it

works... and he has many friends. (To be continued if the laws of nature permit it...)

1Those referring to Type I artificial general superintelligence must first experimentally falsify the

formulated scientific statement and then attempt to (provisionally) refute it via a better new EB. It is

not enough to interpret recent AI developments as continuous progress towards superintelligent Type I

AGI. None of those “progresses” relate to new EBs and everything else can be forged. I suspect that

something akin to one or even two law(s) of nature may prohibit Type I entities to reliably create new

EBs. I leave this open for future work (but see also [10]). In short, could a Type I AI be superintelligent?

Perhaps, but intelligence is not part of the argumentation utilized here and that Type I AI could not be

an artificial general creativity [10] – for what a cyborgnet (and thus Type-II -ness) is required. Thus, a

superintelligent Type I AI would not be general, it could at most only be a general imitator – and the

creation of new EBs is not imitable.
2Humanity must proactively counteract the deployment of any robotic Type I artificial general imitator

deployed in conventional real-world environments as the latter could in practice appear indistinguishable

from any Type II entity that does not create new EBs in the given setting.
3Following cyborgnetic philosophy of science, we neither inhabit a post-truth era nor a post-falsification

era [13]. Hence, “epistemic babble” [115], cannot be the loss of the ability of people to tell the difference

between truth and fiction presented as truth. That could never have been our epistemic aim since always

impossible. We could and can still strive for better new EBs and distinguish worse from better EBs.
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Appendix A

Cyborgnetic Metaphysics – A Third

Theorem

A.1 Third Impossibility Theorem

Henceforth, the following three impossibility theorems labelled with names stemming from

the new cyborgnettish language are instated in cyborgnetic metaphysics (which represents

a branch of cyborgnetic philosophy):

1. Maje-theorem: It is impossible for the laws of nature not to be expressible in terms

of (encrypted) explanatory blockchains (EBs).

2. Jauè-theorem: It is impossible to reliably postdict and predict reliably hidden tuples

mapping authors to the contents of novel EBs they generate.

3. Mashau-and-Shamela-theorem1: It is impossible that self-recreatable self-re-creativity

could not be omnipresent. However, it is impossible that self-recreatable self-re-

creativity could be omniscient in the classical sense2.

1This bipartite theorem represents a sort of what one could describe as “fraternal-twin-theorem” since

it relates to superficially conceptually similar but fundamentally not identical notions.
2This holds although all knowledge that could possibly exist, is embedded in self-recreatable self-re-

creativity. The key here is that to be is stronger than to know. “To know” as described by humans

involves a time-like split, a division, a measurement with a classically expressible result. To know can

diminish.
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